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Resumo

A presente Tese de Mestrado procura estimar a disponibilidade a pagar por atributos

num serviço VPN (Virtual Private Network), e a sua relação com literacia no ramo da

privacidade. Para o efeito, foi realizada uma experiência de escolha discreta (discrete

choice experiment) acompanhada por um questionário de literacia na área da privacidade.

Os atributos e os ńıveis para a experiência foram selecionados através de uma pesquisa

qualitativa que teve como base um focus group, entrevistas a especialistas, e uma revisão

de literatura. Depois da seleção dos atributos e ńıveis, foram criadas 12 séries de escolhas,

cada uma com duas alternativas posśıveis a comparar dois serviços VPN diferentes. A

experiência foi realizada com uma amostra de 84 participantes, para um total de 2016

observações e 1008 escolhas. Através do uso de software open-source (Rstudio), foram

geradas regressões loǵısticas multinomiais, para estimar os atributos mais valorizados e

a disponibilidades a pagar. Esta análise foi realizada para o total da amostra e para

subgrupos com ńıveis de literacia de privacidade diferentes.

Os resultados obtidos trazem um entendimento acrescido sobre a valorização dos vários

atributos num serviço VPN, assim como a disponibilidade a pagar por ńıveis diferentes

de cada atributo, e como conhecimentos na área da privacidade afetam esta valorização.

A análise contribúı para a literatura no ramo de disponibilidade a pagar por ferramentas

para proteção da privacidade (privacy-enhancing tools) assim como para o debate geral

sobre o valor da privacidade.

Palavras-Chave: Disponibilidade a pagar, serviço VPN, literacia de privacidade, ex-

periência de escolha discreta, programação em R, regressão loǵıstica multinomial

Classificação JEL: C90; C83
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Abstract

This Master Thesis focuses on estimating the willingness to pay for attributes in a VPN

(Virtual Private Network) service, and how those estimates relate to privacy literacy. In

this Thesis, I conducted a discrete choice experiment accompanied by a privacy literacy

questionnaire.

Attributes and levels for the discrete choice experiment were selected through quali-

tative research encompassing a focus group, expert interviews, and a relevant literature

review. After the attributes and levels were selected, 12 choice sets were created, with

each choice set comparing two competing VPN services.

The experiment was carried out on a sample of 84 participants, for a total of 2016

observations with 1008 choices. Subsequent multinomial logit models were estimated

based on collected data, through programming in R using open-source software (Rstudio),

to estimate the most valued attributes and the respective willingness to pay estimates.

This analysis was performed both for the general sample, and for subgroups with differing

levels of privacy literacy.

The results bring additional insight into how individuals perceive the significance of

various attributes of a VPN service, their willingness to pay for different levels of each

attribute, and how privacy literacy impacts that valuation. The analysis extends the

literature on willingness to pay for privacy-enhancing tools and contributes to the ever-

evolving general debate on the worth of privacy.

Keywords: Willingness to pay, VPN service, privacy literacy, discrete choice experiment,

programming in R, multinomial logit model

JEL Classification: C90; C83
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1. Introduction

The value individuals place on their privacy, and how much they are willing to pay to

protect it is a subject that interests policymakers, businesses and researchers. On the side

of businesses, consumer data has become a central aspect of many online firms. Firms like

Google, Facebook and Twitter constitute quick examples of business models that derive

substantial revenue from ads , and where user data has became a staple in their business

models.

Despite the surface of significant advances in data protection legislation such as the

GDPR (General Data Policy Regulation), users often rely on privacy-enhancing tools to

retain a level of anonymity online. One of the most popular tools is a Virtual Private

Network (VPN), normally delivered as a service by a VPN firm. This software can be used

for several end goals, that range from greater online privacy to the access of geo-blocked

content as well as bypassing of censorship.

I examine preferences for the attributes of such services, as well as how they relate to

privacy literacy. Despite significant efforts to quantify willingness to pay to protect per-

sonal privacy in the relevant literature, attempts to quantify willingness to pay in regard

to privacy-enhancing tools (PETs) have been scarce. However, since these technologies

are often used to achieve greater levels of privacy and data protection, the preferences for

this type of software can provide useful insights to the privacy debate. Moreover, knowing

how differences in privacy literacy affect the preferences for attributes will tell us what

privacy-conscious individuals are looking for in such software.

This research was inspired on the work done by Sombatruang et al. (2020) with notable

differences. First off, while Sombatruang et al. (2020) looked into evaluating willingness

to pay in a mobile scenario, I will evaluate the case for desktop versions of the software.

I will also consider privacy literacy, and how that privacy literacy impacts the willingness

to pay estimates for attributes in a VPN service.

The work is structured in the following way. In the first section of the literature review,

I will highlight the major contributions and importance of privacy to economics. Following

that brief context, I will mention studies that identified consumer privacy valuations,

and the differences between them, as well as their impact in the privacy debate theme.

The rationality of the consumer when making privacy related decisions will next be put

in question, and the consequences that holds for policy, specifically in the case of the

General Data Policy Regulation (GDPR). Following that context, I will go over some of

the various privacy enhancing tools that exist in the market, with special emphasis on
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Virtual Private Networks (VPN) services, that have gained great traction over the last

years. The last section of the literature review evaluates research gaps and elaborates on

the veins of future research and unexplored gaps I propose to contribute to.

The main contributions and hypotheses I venture forward are in Chapter 3 (Research

Design). After, in Chapter 4 (Methodology), I will go over the methodological framework

to answer the proposed hypotheses. This chapter includes a deviation in methodology of

qualitative research over previous work (for example, Sombatruang et al. (2020) conducted

a series of personal, one-on-one interviews with non-experts), focusing on expert interviews

as well as a focus group with non-experts. This will allow the extraction of meaningful

insights across the entire specter of privacy literacy, to understand better the factors and

motivations that guide different individuals toward this service. I will also construct a

questionnaire based on dimensions identified by Trepte et al. (2015) to assess privacy

literacy scores to categorize participants into privacy literacy categories, for subsequent

analysis. After a description over how the DCE will be deployed, I will end the chapter

with the choice of models for analysis and econometric reasoning.

The results will be explored in Chapter 5 (Empirical Results), where participants’

choices will serve to construct a multinomial logit model, traditionally used in discrete

choice experiments literature, as well as the mixed multinomial logit model, which takes

the heterogeneity of the population into account and relaxes strict assumptions in the

standard multinomial model. Relevant additional models will be constructed to account

for privacy literacy differences and evaluate key differences. These models will be pro-

grammed with R, using novel packages 1 from Croissant (2020) and Helveston (2022),

and significantly expand on the practical use of Rstudio, an open-source software, for the

purpose of discrete choice experiment analysis. These models will be tested accordingly

regarding their goodness-of-fit, perceived accuracy and reliability in terms of statistical

validity.

Finally, on Chapter 6, I will draw conclusions on the key results and suggest where

future research could be applicable.

1R packages are extensions to the R statistical programming language. R packages contain code, data,
and documentation in a standardised collection format that can be installed by users of R
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

This literature review will attempt to summarize the various thoughts pertaining to eco-

nomic behavior and privacy, particularly in the current European Law landscape and

determine gaps of research and contributions to literature.

In an effort to empower consumers, recent data protection legislation was passed in

2018 in the European Union in the form of the GDPR (General Data Policy Regulation).

This is the largest and most ambitious policy governing both people’s rights towards their

own data, and firms’ responsibilities when keeping and processing said data, with dire

consequences for firms who fail to uphold it (up until 4 per cent of turnover, or up until

20 million euros) (Art. 83 EU-GDPR). The effects of this regulation have been felt in many

spheres - law, economics and behavioral economics, as well as marketing and computer

science - and its apparent success has given strength to similar movements such as the

The California Consumer Privacy Act in the United States and recent GDPR inspired

legislation in certain South American Countries such as Brazil and Panama (Rodriguez

and Alimonti, 2020).

Individuals have been bestowed with new or reshaped privacy rights, such as the right

to be informed, the right of erasure, and the right of data portability. But to what extent

is the consumer using these rights? And to what extent can the consumer rationally

navigate the privacy landscape, if at all? For example, McDonald and Cranor (2008)

estimated it would take on average 200 hours per year to read every privacy notice a

consumer faces. Even despite the GDPR banning “long illegible terms of conditions”,

Facebook, Twitter and Google increased their policies an average of 1300 words since its

implementation, with each policy signifying a 20-minute read (Coleman, 2018). This is

only the time it takes to read the terms; let alone the time it takes to reflect on them and

the consequences they might hold for an individual privacy preferences. The advancements

in data processing do not help the readability, with the emergence of complicated machine

learning models working in a “black box” fashion, where it is not possible to know how the

data was analyzed and weighted but only the results. This widens the gap between how

firms and consumers perceive information, especially if consumers have low technological

literacy.

2.1. Privacy and economics

We have currently at our disposal many services that seem apparently free. They go from

Google’s email and search engine services that facilitate communication and give guidance

to people in their daily life’s, to Facebook’s global social network that has connected
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millions and provides a source of daily joy for many. These services have frequently

puzzled certain people as to how they make a profit despite not charging consumers for

their services. The answer “Senator, We Sell Ads” Mark Zuckerbeg gave to Senator Orrin

Hatch, who asked how it is possible to sustain a business model without the users paying, is

not far from the truth (Stewart, 2018). Much of the revenue Facebook makes comes from

ads (up to 98 per cent of total revenue according to Johnston (2021)), and consumers

pay for these services with their attention and personal information (Shapiro, 2019).

Recent events brought privacy issues to the spotlight, such as the Cambridge Analytica

scandal, or the European Commission recent efforts in the form of the GDPR. The value

of personal data, and the value individuals give to their personal data are complex topics

that involve various trade-offs, (in)tangible economic losses and gains, and issues that

affect both the individual and society as a whole (Acquisti et al., 2016). Data has been

described as the “new oil” (Bhageshpur, 2019), and its impact with the advancement

of new algorithms and data tools to process it can go from price personalization and

discrimination, to societal benefits.

The question of how much individuals value their privacy is an elusive question, and

there seems to be no unifying theory for privacy (Acquisti et al., 2016) with concerns

about privacy arising from different contexts. To start with, individuals’ conceptions

of privacy are different, both within academia (De Capitani Di Vimercati et al., 2012)

and in public awareness. Despite underlying differences in culture, age and individual

perceptions, a fundamental aspect that has come to define privacy is it fundamentally

concerns the limits between the private and public (Altman, 1976). I analyze privacy

under the lenses of informational privacy, which has served as the primary focuses of

privacy economics (Acquisti et al., 2016). There are direct consequences to the sharing

of personal information - for example, a study by Edelman and Luca (2014) found wide-

spread discrimination against African-Americans in the AirBnB platform, where guests

with distinctively African-American-sounding names were decidedly less likely to be ac-

cepted than identical guests with white-sounding names. This followed a 2014 study by

the same researchers where they found black hosts charged approximately 12 per cent

less for rentals than non-black hosts (Edelman and Luca, 2014). When one shares infor-

mation online the consequences of such disclosure are varied and often unpredictable and

abstract. There are fears of price discrimination, data breaches, and even more drastic

consequences such as identity theft or fraud. On the other hand, there are evident im-

mediate benefits that go from allowing information location to better navigate through

a foreign city, to personalized advertising that is not only more effective for firms but

might better fit consumer needs and personality. Disclosing information can even in some

scenarios be intrinsically rewarding (Tamir and Mitchell, 2012), such as sharing personal

opinions and views on social network sites, and it can be done out of wide array of dif-

ferent motivations, from social engagement to altruism to personal gain (Oh and Syn,

2015).
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At its core, the economics of privacy concerns these and other trade-offs associated

with the balance of public and private spheres between individuals, organizations and

governments (Acquisti, 2016).

2.2. Consumers valuation of privacy

Now that we established that personal data has value and its use economic consequences,

the matter of quantifying said value is much more difficult. There is not an obvious way of

valuing privacy and personal data. Should the reference point be the price one accepts for

giving away the data, or the amount one pays to protect it? Should it be the cost/reward

one gets from the exposure of personal data (estimating, for instances, a probabilistic

expected value taking into account odds of events such as data breaches, wrongful use

and immediate benefits) or should it be the expected value a firm can generate from that

information? To add to this conundrum, there is not a market where data users can access

and willingly sell their data (Acquisti, 2015), and they are often vulnerable to biases and

heuristics present in decision making (Acquisti et al., 2013) (Acquisti and Grossklags,

2004) that pose issues for monetizing these amounts.

Willingness to pay (WTP) for privacy and willingness to accept (WTA) to give up

privacy have served as the primary instruments in the literature for determining personal

monetary valuations of privacy and personal information (Wagner et al., 2018). These

usually take two primary forms – experiments such as discrete choice experiments, or

laboratory and field experiments. As proposed by Wagner et al. (2018), who conducted

the first extensive literature review on the subject, these valuations while usually sig-

nificant, often differ tremendously due to different research methods and contexts. For

instances in Europe, a recent study by Potoglou et al. (2017) found the willingness to

pay for a monthly premium of privacy enhancing services (ISP hides information on users’

online activity and warns user which websites do not meet desired level of privacy) varied

between 3 EUR to 5000 EUR, depending on income.

Certain authors caution against taking willingness to pay and willingness to accept

at face value. The literature is clear on the importance of context, and the danger of

extrapolating a privacy valuation under a certain set of circumstances to another (Solove,

2020). Solove (2020) argues individuals’ value different information differently, and they

value their privacy by taking into account risks such as that of the receiver using their

personal information against their interests. This calculus is both dependent on a range

of factors (for example, who receives the data, what is the type of data, under what

circumstances was it provided, and so on) and subject to decision making biases, such as

the tendency to discount long-term risks disproportionately. Besides this, although data

is often traded between firms, the consumer rarely has access to these markets, and they

can not sell individually their own data directly to firms. In a study where individuals

bid for a price for their location privacy when prompted by a fictional firm (Brush et al.,

2010), they found people had a difficult time coming up with values, and often looked for

social cues (such as wondering what value other people ask for). Beyond this, consumers
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might be placing a “moral” value to the data. Winegar and Sunstein (2019) measured

willingness to pay and willingness to accept of individuals to look for an endowment effect,

and in doing so found wide disparities within the WTP andWTA valuations. For example,

certain individuals considered their willingness to accept to give up private information

at over 1 million dollars. However, 14 per cent gave a willingness to pay for privacy

value of zero – a value that could potentially serve as a sign of protest against paying

to protect one’s own data. Perhaps one of the most significant aspect of these studies

are not the absolute values found, that vary wildly between individuals, context, and

methods of calculation, but rather insights they give into how consumers value different

information. A study by Skatova et al. (2019) conducted in the UK, for example, found

despite valuations varying between individuals, they were consistent in how they valued

different “tiers” of information – with Banking Transactions and Medical Records at the

top, followed by Browsing History, Social Media Data and Mobile Phone GPS. This falls

in line with the analysis from Wagner et al. (2018) who found the strongest similarity

between various willingness to pay and accept studies was the more sensitive the data was

and the more easily people were identified, the higher price they attached to said data.

Another key element is often consumers place a low value on their data because strong

regulation ensures firms handle it wisely – following the approach data is essentially a risk

assessment calculus taken by the consumer, regulation such as the GDPR might lower

the amount someone needs to give up this data. This might mean consumers take into

account the fact firms treat their data with greater rigor and are subject to greater risks

and consequences if they act in a nefarious way, and as such adjust their risk assessment

calculus accordingly. Such evaluations taking into account the GDPR and effect of such

regulation on willingness to pay or willingness to accept are missing from the literature.

In the precise context of the GDPR, there was a study conducted by Sobolewski et al.

(2017) in the form of a discrete choice experiment run on Polish students that focused

on measuring willingness to pay for each major point of the GDPR. This was done with

the goal of determining the welfare gain from the policy. They found a combined welfare

of of 6.5 EUR per capita per month, with the right of erasure of personal data valued at

1.4 EUR per month. As with the previously studies mentioned, this study too revealed a

large amount of preference heterogeneity.

2.3. Privacy paradox, privacy beliefs and consumer behavior

While it’s generally undisputed individuals care about their privacy- (Kumaraguru and

Cranor, 2005) provide a comprehensive summary of Westin’s surveys on privacy, span-

ning more than 30 years of analysis - individuals behavior often does not translate those

same beliefs. In the literature, such similar situations have been popularized under the

“Privacy Paradox” label (Acquisti, 2015). One of the first examples of the possible ex-

istence of a privacy paradox was observed in Spiekermann Grossklags (2001), where

despite numerous surveys indicating people place a high value on their personal privacy,

online shoppers quickly gave up various sensitive personal information when asked by an
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anthropomorphic 3-D shopping bot. Subsequent studies found similar dichotomies be-

tween beliefs and behavior, with (Brown and Muchira, 2004) coining the term. Similar

studies followed, adapting insights from behavioral economics such as incomplete informa-

tion, bounded rationality (Acquisti and Grossklags, 2004) and heuristics/biases present

in decision making like endowment effect (Acquisti et al., 2013) hyperbolic discounting

(Acquisti and Grossklags, 2003), overconfidence (Wagner and Mesbah, 2019) and others

(Kolakis, 2017). These findings question consumer rationality, and set psychological fac-

tors that limits their ability to exercise privacy beliefs adequately. According to Acquisti

et al. (2015), this heavily contributes to the privacy paradox.

There is a small minority that advocates consumers preferences for privacy are not very

large, based on their behavior, in what is often called the revealed preferences argument

(Solove, 2020). It is particularly important to mention this as it has severe consequences

for privacy policy, for if behavior of consumers truly represents their true preferences, then

that lessens the need for regulation. However, this argument taken from classical economic

literature loses strength in the privacy debate, as highlighted by Solove (2020), for it is

nearly impossible for the consumer to rationally behave in today’s privacy landscape.

Revealed preferences being different points more to the direction of a hard to manage

privacy situation, rather than an outright disregard for privacy.

Despite many studies supporting the existence of a privacy paradox, they are often

inconsistent in valuations, even within the same context (Kokolakis, 2017). They are

dependent of privacy scenarios, but also of how the researcher considered the privacy

paradox (specific concerns versus behaviors, intentions versus behaviors, ...) between

various pairs of mental states and behaviors (Acquisti et al., 2020).

Even studies critical of the paradox (Solove, 2020) are unanimous in recognizing

hurdles in the way of individuals manage privacy. The hypothetical perfectly rational

consumer can hardly navigate the complex privacy maze present in today’s world – know-

ing what information every company holds is not possible, even if he has the right of

erasure and portability of said data. Reading every privacy notice is not feasible – even

if one has interest in what level of protection firms offer. Even if privacy paradox has

a number of sensible explanations that could translate it into more of a phenomenon,

knowledge of decision making struggles should be taken into account when conducting

policy (Acquisti et al., 2020), especially when taking into account matters like informed

consent.

Summarizing, there are a couple of key explanations that account for some researchers

finding a dichotomy in one scenario, and in another not. They stem from different defini-

tions of the paradox, different methods of measuring it, uncertainty on individual privacy

preferences, asymmetry of information between firms and consumers as to how data is

processed and consequences of processing it (Hermstruwer, 2017), and behavioral biases

and heuristics (Acquisti et al., 2015). The explanations are many, and as noted by Ac-

quisti et al. (2020), not mutually exclusive. Notwithstanding , it is important to take
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the paradox as a valuable insight into how individuals might be limited in their search

for ideal or quasi-ideal privacy, and as such delimit the role of policy in managing such

struggles.

2.4. Consequences of the privacy paradox to policy – GDPR analysis

As mentioned earlier, the privacy paradox is becoming less of a paradox, since there are

many reasonable explanations for its existence. Nevertheless, many of the issues the pri-

vacy paradox highlighted – from irrational decision making, to issues such as information

overload and lack of personal control – should be taken into account when formulating

policy (Acquisti et al., 2020). Moreover, insights from willingness to pay and willingness

to accept studies can shed some light into how individuals value information in certain

contexts, and the types of information and personal characteristics that increase these

valuations.

There have been multiple attempts to provide consumers with more rights regarding

their own privacy. In Europe, the most striking and recent example is the GDPR (General

Data Regulation Policy), that takes an unprecedented approach to data privacy and data

rights.

The right to privacy has been deemed important since as early the 1950’s European

Convention on Human Rights, but before the advent of the GDPR, the matter of privacy

law was majorly reliant to each member state with the European Data Protection Di-

rectiveblishing minimum data privacy and security standards (Bhageshpur, 2020). The

rapid changing internet and increasing power of personal information marked the need

for privacy legislation to be more comprehensive and cover recent developments in how

firms gather, keep and analyze data.

In 2016, the GDPR entered into force after passing the European Parliament, and

as of May 25, 2018, all organizations needed to be compliant with it. As of now, it has

become a staple name, with 69 per cent of residents in the European Union having heard

of it (Wigand et al., 2020), and up to 144,376 complaints to data protection authorities

recorded over the first year of its implementation (Center for Data Innovation, 2020).

It has been described by the European Commission as a success, and it has been often

quoted as an example of a good privacy policy (Wigand et al., 2020).

Perhaps the most telling aspect of the GDPR is the leaning of responsibilities to

firms – where the data controller “is responsible for ensuring that data is processed in

compliance with the principles of lawfulness, fairness, transparency, data minimization,

accuracy, storage limitation, integrity, and confidentiality” (European Comission, 2020).

It also gives the following rights to consumers, namely the right to be informed, right

of access, right of rectification, right to erasure, right to restrict processing, right to

data portability, right to object and rights pertaining to automated decision making and

profiling.

Two studies were found that juxtapose the current GDPR law with the existence of be-

havioral biases and heuristics found from a behavioral economics standpoint (Hermstruwer,
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2017; van Ooijen and Vrabec, 2019). It is difficult to find extensive literature on the sub-

ject due to how recent the legislation and its impacts are.

Never the less, Hermstruwer (2017) provides many interesting insights. It evaluates in

particular the question of consent, and where the GDPR fails to address certain concerns.

A helpful takeaway the GDPR took from behavioral economics and decision making on

consent notices is the idea of forbidding defaults (framing of the consent policy notice firms

must have users accept). It has been established in the behavioral economic literature

that consumers often do not change the default option (Löfgren et al., 2012), and by not

allowing for silence or pre-ticket boxes to constitute consent, the GDPR acts to counter

this bias.

There are also guidelines orienting consent policies to be transparent and easy to

read. However, as noted by Hermstruwer (2017), it is difficult to balance clarity and

transparency with high thresholds of information that must be provided. As such, indi-

viduals often have to resort to rules of thumb due to limited attention spans and attribute

substitution to manage the overload of information consent notices have. Individuals often

end up being overloaded and simply have what has been described as a digital resigna-

tion (Draper and Turow, 2019). To add to this, although privacy notices are required to

state the purpose of processing and the recipients of the data, (Solove, 2020) notes that

individuals often don’t know what firms hold their data, which data they hold, and even

to what they are using it for. Giving people more data rights, while important by itself,

is not a fix for the asymmetry between firm and consumer knowledge (an often quoted

cause of the privacy paradox).

2.5. Privacy enhancing technologies

Certain tools for privacy management exist. As exposed earlier, there are numerous

hurdles with the effectiveness of consent and personal management of privacy, and as

such some tools were proposed to better enable the individual to act in greater alignment

with his privacy beliefs. For example, an AI program to manage smartphone privacy was

developed by Liu et al. (2016) and was found to be easily used, although the participants

were young and had a good level of technological literacy. There has been little attention,

in part to the new emergence of some of these tools, to the willingness to pay for increased

privacy mechanisms. To my knowledge, there is no tool in the market yet that can tell

consumers what firms hold their data, or that can synthesize consent notices in a way

that’s easy to understand, and compare it with a constructed privacy preference profile.

Advancements in machine learning should not be underestimated, especially to better

serve consumers. Another area where some sort of tool is needed to better manage

privacy is in the field of Internet of Things (IoT), where information travels seemingly to

devices like smart watches, with no possibility to display lengthy privacy polices and as

such make difficult the matter of informed consent. As of late, VPNs have also gained

traction in the field of privacy enhancing tools.
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2.5.1. VPN programs as privacy enhancing technologies

A popular, commonly advertised tool to aid those who seek privacy is a VPN (Virtual

Private Network). VPN products create a secure connection, or a “tunnel”, to a secured

server that in turn connects them to their intended destination (Ramesh et al., 2022).

This tunnel provides extra encryption that acts as a protection from surveillance from

the immediate networks, allowing the bypass of blocks as well as disguising the user’s IP

address. These products are often easy to use, when compared to alternative approaches

such as TOR1 Moreover, as of late ads for this product have skyrocketed, with Akgul

et al. (2022) estimating over 17.1K videos advertising the software, totaling 4.4B views in

Youtube alone. As commercial VPNs reach wide use, being a 15 billion industry in 2018

and predicted to grow 20 % by 2022 Khan et al. (2018), questions come up regarding its

effectiveness as a privacy tool, the transparency of the firms offering VPN services, as well

as to what extend the average consumer can rationally navigate the multitude of different

products currently in the market. The barrier of entry for a firm to enter the VPN is

also relatively low - with a wide array of VPN services being offered to the consumer, at

competing price points. The purpose of using a VPN is also not solely related to privacy.

Namara et al. (2020) goes over the emotional and practical considerations that guide

adoption and abandonment of VPNs as a privacy enhancing technology. A significant

portion of VPN users are not interested in privacy at all, using them for practical reasons

such as accessing geo-blocked content, evading censorship, or bypassing blocks set by their

Internet Service Provider (ISP). On the other hand, those who adopt VPNs as a privacy

tool do so for longer than those who do it for practical non-privacy reasons, and often do

it for emotional reasons such as heightened privacy concerns, fear of internet surveillance,

media attention and dislike of the current change or lack of privacy legislature (Namara

et al., 2020).

2.6. Gaps of research

Based on previous research , I have identified the following research gaps.

First off, I highlight the dependency in context when it comes to evaluating factors

influencing the demand of a VPN service. Geographical and cultural differences likely

pose shifts to what drives the need of a VPN - for example, it is expected authoritative

countries where internet use is more heavily regulated will find a greater percentage of

users who seek to hide their activity of their ISP, or bypass blocks set by the state on

certain external content. On the other hand, European countries covered by the GDPR

might exhibit less distrust of privacy legislature, and as such discount the need to use

a VPN for privacy reasons. Examining these cultural and geographical differences is a

missing area of research, and consumers from different privacy landscapes might seek a

different adoption of VPN services. The current research on willingness to pay for a VPN

is also limited. The only literature found, Sombatruang et al. (2020), was directed to

1Tor, short for The Onion Router, is free and open-source software for enabling anonymous communica-
tion.
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a VPN service in the context of a mobile app setting. VPN services are offered across

many platforms, and so far no research examined the willingness to pay for a computer

program. Besides this, the effect of privacy literature and preferences on the willingness

to pay for such a VPN has been disregarded. Yet, certain characteristics of VPN services

are likely to appeal directly to a more privacy conscious audience, and could result in

different willingness to pay. Along with this, previous research suggests those who pay for

emotional reasons to do for longer (Namara et al., 2020) but it’s not clear to what that

means monetarily. The fact VPN services often result in trade-offs such as a decrease

of internet speed or less efficiency of services such as GPS navigation is likely to affect

this estimate as well. To add to this, not a lot of research is conducted in the European

Union, where significant shifts regarding privacy rights happened over the last years, and

distrust of internet service provider might be lower than in other, less regulated markets.

2.7. Proposed contributions to existing literature

Throughout the review of the relevant literature, I highlighted potential contributions

to the existing research the work I develop will contain. Those are:

(1) Use of a Discrete Choice Experiment (DCE), which are grounded in economic

theory that have a long-standing, well-tested theoretical basis in random utility

theory.

(2) Assign a monetary valuation to the various attributes pertaining to the adoption

of a VPN service.

(3) Conduction of several interviews to experts in the field of Informatics, Information

Security and Data Privacy Law to gather a better understanding of the usage,

views, and significant attributes of relevance in the choice of a VPN service.

(4) Conduction of a focus group with non-experts, with the emphasis on a dynamic

discussion and answering of semi-open questions on the use of streaming plat-

forms, experience with VPNs, valued attributes and other privacy related ques-

tions.

(5) Relate, using the DCE, how privacy literacy, which encompasses knowledge of

several dimensions identified by Trepte et al. (2015) affects the willingness to pay

for attributes in a VPN service.

(6) Conduction of a discrete choice experiment with either entirely free software

(Rstudio2), or software easily available to students using student licenses (JMP3

and Conjointly4).

2RStudio is an integrated development environment for R, a programming language for statistical com-
puting and graphics
3JMP is a suite of computer programs for statistical analysis developed by JMP, a subsidiary of SAS
Institute.
4Conjointly is an all-in-one survey research platform that focuses on discrete choice experiments, with
easy-to-use advanced tools for pricing research
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CHAPTER 3

Research Design

The need for use of a VPN service, as will be further elaborated by expert and non-experts

throughout the qualitative research, is not always in line with a need of greater privacy.

As we can see, the reasoning for adoption of a VPN service is varied and goes from wishing

to navigate the internet more anonymously, but also to access region-blocked content from

streaming platforms, bypass website blocks put forth by the Internet Service Provider or

evade censorship. It would be an error to assume VPN services as a proxy for privacy,

yet it is commonly its most advertised advantage.

The main goal of this study is to ascertain the willingness to pay for attributes within

a VPN service, and to estimate how those change depending on various covariates, such

as a person’s gender, income, age, education and knowledge of online privacy and data

protection (measured as privacy literature).

I highlight in this chapter the key hypotheses and research design, connecting them

when relevant with the aforementioned literature review.

3.1. Hypotheses

The hypotheses ventured forward relate to the value individuals are willing to pay

for a VPN service. Based on existing research, it is expected consumers will exhibit

a preference towards free products over paid ones. According to Sombatruang et al.

(2020), who conducted a study on the willingness to pay of a VPN app, with all other

attribute levels being equal, the marginal probability (MP) of participants choosing a free

app was 0.65 (United Kingdom) and 0.48 (Japan). Besides this, the qualitative research

established conducted in this work showed certain individuals had a strong tendency

towards free alternatives, and proved reluctant to pay for a VPN app. The matter of the

probability of choosing a paid service over a free one warrants discussion and leads to the

following null hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. Probability of choosing a free VPN app over a paid one, all attributes

constant, is equal to zero.

3.1.1. Attributes affecting willingness to pay for a VPN service

The previous research on willingness-to-pay for a VPN service that takes into account

trade-offs between attributes is scarce. Sombatruang et al. (2020) found consumers taken

from a UK and Japanese population were willing to pay on average 3.05 £ more if (all

other attributes held equal) the baseline app customer rating would have a good review

rating. This work focused on a mobile app, which is usually presented to consumers in a
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“playstore” scenario. It is therefore relevant to ascertain attributes that affect the will-

ingness to pay for a VPN program in a computer setting, as opposed to a smartphone

one. In this regard, I draw on existing research, as well as on qualitative research in order

to develop the following null hypotheses directed related to the explanatory variables at

hand:

Hypothesis 2. Average monthly cost has no impact on the likelihood of choosing a VPN

service

Hypothesis 3. Recommendations from friends/family have no impact on willingness to

pay for a VPN service

Hypothesis 4. Rating from specialized magazines and consumers has no impact on

willingness to pay for a VPN service

Hypothesis 5. Reduction of internet speed associated with the VPN service has no impact

on willingness to pay for a VPN service

Hypothesis 6. Logging has no impact on willingness to pay for VPN service

Hypothesis 7. Number of countries with servers the VPN service offers has no impact

on willingness to pay for the VPN service

3.1.2. Covariates affecting willingness to pay for a VPN service

The main focus of the introduction of these covariates is to account for preference hetero-

geneity across different consumers. Covariates (or characteristics of the decision maker),

unlike attribute levels, do not change during the course of the DCE, but rather they change

between each participant. For the purpose of my analysis, I divided these covariates in two

broads terms: a) demographic characteristics covariates and b) privacy literacy covariates.

Demographic characteristics covariate

These covariates will be analyzed, in order to characterize the sample accordingly and

conclude appropriately on the results.

Privacy Concerns and Technological Literacy covariates

Hypothesis 8. Level of privacy literacy does not have an impact on the preferences for

a VPN service.

Will be analyzed in order to ascertain impact of privacy literacy on valuation of attributes

in a VPN service.
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CHAPTER 4

Methodology

4.1. Introduction to DCE

In defining the methodology to use, I took into consideration the various methods used in

the relevant privacy literature for measurement of the WTP/WTA, since all hypothesis

require this estimation. There are two major methodologies used – traditional conjoint

analysis (CA) and discrete choice experiments (DCE) - (Wagner et al., 2018) reviews sev-

eral papers and considered these two methods as the primary ways of eliciting WTP/WTA

through non-direct surveys in the field of privacy. The chosen method was the DCE, for

as exposed by Louviere et al. (2010), conjoint analysis is generally inconsistent with eco-

nomic demand theory. On the other hand, DCEs have a long-standing tradition in fields

such as health care economics, transport economics, and environmental economics.

Discrete Choice Experiments take away from many different disciplines, from ax-

iomatic conjoint measurement and information integration theory in psychology, random

utility theory-based discrete choice models in economics, and discrete multivariate models

for contingency tables and optimal experimental design in statistics (Hoyos, 2010). At its

core, a discrete choice experiment involves presenting a respondents with different alter-

natives to pick from, with each alternative having different attributes and levels to force

consumers to make trade-offs taking into account their preferences. By taking into ac-

count an attribute of cost or price, its possible to convert marginal utility into willingness

to pay (WTP) estimates.

4.2. Design of a DCE

As summarized by Pérez-Troncoso (2020), a DCE usually has three parts, 1) a intro-

duction, 2) the DCE itself and 3) respondent information. The main purpose of the

introduction is to guide participants and instruct them on what they are responding and

how to do it correctly. This step is of crucial importance in any DCE, but particularly in

our case since for many participants a VPN service is a new program, whose attributes

and advantages might be difficult to grasp.

As such, in the introduction to the experiment the following was explained: a) general

scope of the work as part of a master thesis experiment, b) what type of experiment it

is, and how it is structured, c) how a VPN functions, with a short description in a 2

minute video, d) how the data was to be handled and need of consent and e) demographic

questionnaire. This introduction and demographic questionnaire was fine-tuned from pilot

tests of the experiment, taking insights to try to assure participants came prepared for
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the taking of the DCE while trying to avoid subjecting them to an “information dump”

and put too much cognitive strain before the DCE.

The second part contains the DCE itself. In this, correspondents were presented with

a series of choices between hypothetical scenarios. These are known as choice sets, and

contain 2 or 3 alternatives with varying attributes and levels.

The decision of attributes relevant to decision making is crucial to the strength of the

model estimations and conclusions reached. After deciding the respective attributes, a

number of decisions also need to be carried out in this part, such as: (1) the use of labeled

or unlabeled alternatives; (2) number of attribute levels; (3) range of the attribute levels;

(4) balance of the attribute-levels (Hoyos, 2010). Following the selection of attributes

and levels, it is necessary to figure out what experimental design to apply. Experimental

design is the sample from all possible combinations of attribute levels to construct the

choice alternatives and assign them to choice sets. At this stage, we are presented with

a basic problem: if we were to take all possible combinations of attributes and levels and

construct from these a “full factorial design” consisting of all possible combinations of

levels for all attributes, doing so would give a hard to wield design. It is standard to use a

“fractional fractional” design, that is, a sample from the full factorial design to estimate

merely the parameters of interest (usually main effects and as many interaction effects as

possible) (Lancsar and Louviere, 2008).

The process of designing the DCE is a cyclical process, where 1) attributes and levels

are defined; 2) experimental design is chosen; 3) questionnaire is developed; 4) sampling

strategy is defined (Hoyos, 2010). The subsequent data collected is analyzed under specific

econometric models that take into account different assumptions, which will be elaborated

in the section of Choice of Models. The choice of model poses consequences to the design

of the survey and subsequent analysis of the data, and the process of designing the DCE

changes as new information is gathered from focus groups, interviews, and pilot studies

(Hoyos, 2010).

4.3. Choice of attributes

The first stage of a DCE, following the structure lined up by Reed Johnson et al. (2013),

involves the identification of the relevant attributes and corresponding levels relevant to

the research question. In this case, this translates to identifying the attributes used to de-

scribe and differentiate each VPN program from its alternatives, as well as in what levels

those attributes will vary. This is a stage with great importance, since erroneous/super-

fluous characteristics will undermine the validity of the DCE (Pérez-Troncoso, 2020). In

general, this stage is conducted based on expert interviews and literature reviews (Pérez-

Troncoso, 2020). Other authors such as Coast et al. (2012) recommend the use of focus

groups as well.

I carried out the qualitative research on three general guidelines:

(1) Literature review.
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(2) Interviews with experts in the field of informatics, security and data protection

law.

(3) Focus Group with non-technical participants.

This approach differs from Sombatruang et al. (2020), whose work focused on willingness

to pay for a VPN service in the form of a mobile application and conducted multiple inter-

views with non-technical participants to extract attributes. The reason for the different

approach lies with the hypotheses set in this work that investigate the possible effects of

privacy and technological literacy on the adoption of a VPN program. It was important

to ensure the attributes on the alternatives given in the choice sets were also valued by

experts alike, and we did not lose complete relevance of the attributes as privacy and

technological literacy went up. If the attributes in the DCE are not relevant to those with

higher degrees on privacy literacy, the choices made lose significance. Moreover, I wished

to contrast the different reasoning and motivations by experts and non-experts for use

of a VPN service, since it can be used for a variety of reasons and goals as exhibited by

Khan et al. (2018).

I also kept the attribute recollection with non-technical participants since it is ex-

pected those will form the bulk of the study participants. This stage is important, so

we can distinguish what attributes are valued in a Portuguese population (for instances,

(Sombatruang et al., 2020) focused solely on UK and Japanese populations) as well as

obtain additional insights that motivate the use of VPN programs, both in general and

as a privacy enhancing tool.

4.3.1. 1) Literature review and product search

A search of the top 20 VPNs by webpage visits as well as a literature review was conducted

to identify the broad scope of possible attributes and characteristics that were identified

in VPN programs. This allowed us to construct a very expansive list that ranged from

non-technical to technical attributes. The list was discussed at the end with experts and

non-experts to spark any final discussion. We also took into account how much these

attributes varied among different VPNs, in order to be able to focus our attributes in the

choice alternatives presented as trade offs that are likely to happen in a online scenario.

A search was also completed of the top 20 VPN firms by webpage visits to make sure the

attributes were relevant.

The levels were also selected by means of a literature review and product search –

especially the extensive work done by Khan et al. (2018) – since it was important to

select levels that allowed both for variation between choice sets while keeping realism

(and as such avoid setting participants up with unrealistic scenarios). This means that

even if certain participants or experts considered a attribute and its levels relevant, if the

vast majority of VPNs does not take into account these levels we would not be presenting

participants with a real choice making scenario.
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4.3.2. 2) Expert interviews

A series of online interview were conducted with various experts in the fields of Informa-

tion Technology, Information Security and Data Protection Law. Five semi-structured

interviews of 1-hour each were conducted with the purpose of achieving a clearer grasp

of personal VPN use among experts and find insights concerning valued attributes and

levels both in previously used VPN software, as well as key points one would look for in

changing or adopting a new VPN service provider.

The interviews took place online in videocalls, and four were fully recorded and tran-

scribed to extract key insights, with one expert preferring not to be recorded. For that

expert, written notes were taken during the process and particularly at the end of the

interview, clarifying additional points and ending remarks when necessary. Consent was

obtained for each recording, with the terms highlighted and the recording eliminated

before the date established with each correspondent.

The set of open-ended questions was summarily divided into two parts, the first of

which focused on previous and current personal VPN service usage, as well as reasons,

motivations, and perceived risks that identified the need (or not need) to use such software.

The second part focused on attributes and characteristics that were valued in a personal

VPN service, considering views, experiences, and other insights towards why a VPN

service was chosen in the past, or what they consider important to differentiate among

the appeal of different VPN services.

Besides these goals, correspondents were encouraged to elaborate on past experiences

and to expand on how their trust in aspects such as security of public WiFis, trust of

internet service providers, and other dangers that would justify the use of a personal

VPN service. Awareness and importance of the GDPR was also questioned, for it is the

largest and most expansive legislative effort for personal data protection so far and sets

different boundaries and securities for how personal data can be used by firms established

inside the European Union. These geographical differences were sought particularly since

previous studies on willingness to pay for a VPN service are not always bound to Europe.

List of experts interviewed:

(1) Expert 1 - Security and informatics expert

(2) Expert 2 - Informatics and data protection expert

(3) Expert 3 - Informatics expert

(4) Expert 4 - Data protection law and privacy law expert

(5) Expert 5 - Informatics expert

The following key points were extracted from the analysis of the recordings:

• All experts agreed on a high risk of public WiFi’s, and that consumers are dan-

gerously unaware of such risks.

• All experts knew how a VPN functioned.
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• Three experts used a personal VPN service, with all three knowing colleagues

who did and who did not use one.

• Two experts did not use a personal VPN service, and showed either distrust of

providers or did not give much thought to acquire one. They used other means

to avoid public WiFi risk.

• All experts had considerable confidence in their Internet Service Provider to

manage their personal data.

• Opinion about logging varied among experts, with two experts who used VPN

services not particularly concerned about it, and one concerned with it. Of the

two who did not use VPN services, one had a neutral approach while the other

was distrustful of any VPN service for this exact reason.

• Certain users with very high technological literacy do not pay for a firm provided

VPN program because they mount their own. Although to the average consumer

this is likely an extreme case, two experts mentioned they knew coworkers who

had completed such an endeavor.

Usage of personal VPN services among the interviewed

Experts had different opinions and habits when it came to the use of VPN services. While

all experts exhibited experience in the use of VPN services for professional use, only three

used them for personal use.

Some experts considered VPN use essential. For instances, the expert in the field of

data protection law and privacy law has used two different VPN services for the past 7

years, having first used a standard VPN when recommended by an American coworker,

and making a switch by a recommendation of another coworker. Currently, the expert

uses an Antivirus that also offers VPN services, particularly since it provided a “2 in 1

package”:

“I think the issue here in Portugal is people are not sensibilized towards how exposed

they are in a network, and they are not aware of the risks of such exposure – the same

happened with HIV, whoever had sexual relations with someone with HIV was not aware

they were exposed and could transmit the disease without proper protection. It’s the same

logic. Here in Portugal, there is a big gap in knowledge of those themes, even in conversa-

tions with friends, when those themes are approached, they ask me “what can I do”, and

one of the things I say always is to use a VPN. It’s a good practice” – Expert 4.

On the other hand, some experts might not even rely on a commercial VPN program.

For instances, expert 5 and 1 mentioned a possibility of certain individuals mounting their

own VPN service:

“Many professionals don’t depend on a server (of a VPN service) and mount their

own VPN – meaning, they mount a VPN server at home and regardless of service, use

their house VPN to anonymize the traffic. They need only to pay for the server, pay for

a computer, which can be a Raspberry Pi of 40 or 50 dollars, have access to the internet,

and install required software.” - Expert 1
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Risks identified with online activity

All experts identified risks in online activity, with the most prevalent one being public

WiFi risk. Distrust of the ISP (Internet Service Provider) on the other hand, despite

being a common selling point in VPN programs, proved moot with all experts. The

presence of the GDPR as a limiting force on the possibility of the ISP misusing, selling,

or taking advantage of the individuals traffic or data in a way that goes against their

interest remains a relevant contextual factor. Expert 5 puts it into words with “The

detail is I don’t use a VPN service so much for the privacy, but for the security. This

means, I’m not worried of my data being used by firms because there’s legislation for that,

but rather against ill-intentioned people. The VPN is important to protect data against

identities that are not ruled by the GDPR, but rather are criminals.”.

The need for data protection and security when navigating on public WiFis and the

existence of man in the middle attacks was deemed a significant threat, but different

experts handled it in different manners, with Experts 2 and 3 not having ever used a

personal VPN at all and instead relying on other methods to safeguard their data and/or

privacy. Expert 2, for instances, instead of relying on VPN services would rather rely on

using a hotspot, using mobile data from his Internet Service Provider, avoiding having to

have his data through a server hosted by some VPN service, and to avoid connecting to

a public WiFi connection in the first place.

A divisive topic was that of logging. The matter of how much client information the VPN

provider can access, keep, and potentially misuse remains a point of contention, with

different VPN services offering differing levels of assurance.

For Expert 4, the matter of a VPN service keeping logs is an unavoidable yet calcu-

lated risk (“I’d rather be unprotected versus one agent - the VPN provider - than being

unprotected against many, and as such I’ll run the risk of having it (the VPN service

provider) possibly having some access to personal information”). The matter of logging

can also serve as an important deciding factor to choose from different VPN providers,

with Expert 1 denoting the following “Some services I would not acquire, for matter of

keeping logs” . On the far end of the scale, Expert 2 exhibited distrust from personal

VPN services, and preferred to rely on his ISP to provide him with mobile data whenever

he needed, than to use a public WiFi or a personal VPN to secure the connection.

Expert 3 displayed the importance of logging for the average consumer who did not

understood what it meant technically: “Logging as a matter of control of level of service,

people are more familiarized, for example, when they buy a service to a phone operator

– people are more sensitive to the matter of the contract. Basically, how they check if

the contract is being kept”. The matter is logging concerns fundamentally a more ample

characteristic that is hard to verify in VPN providers, and which is also true for other

services, which is transparency.

Other ways to mitigate risks
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Possibly as technological and privacy literacy goes up, since as previously seen individuals

might be more likely to choose alternative methods to protect their privacy that do not

involve purchasing a personal VPN service. This should be considered – willingness to

pay for a VPN service could be low not because the risks are perceived as insignificant,

but because an expert would rather execute that service himself or seek alternative ways

to obtain anonymity. Nevertheless, preferences explored in these interviews could serve

as indicators of different willingness to pay estimates among different privacy literacy

categories.

Attributes identified by the experts as significant:

(1) Location of servers (mentioned by nearly all of them – one found it not very

significant unless in China or Russia).

(2) Location of VPN service firm (most common division was Europe – Out of Eu-

rope).

(3) Data protection laws of the country the VPN service firm operates on (the affir-

mation “nothing that comes from the United States or China” was common).

(4) Whether the service can be “audited” – that is, there’s a way to check if the

terms of the contract between VPN user and VPN service firm are being upheld

(logging).

(5) Price.

(6) Reviews from a specialized magazines (two experts mentioned to give a high

importance on consumer defense magazines e.g. ”DECO Proteste”).

(7) Advice and opinion from friends and specialists (mentioned by 2/5 experts, or

2/3 who used a personal VPN).

(8) Effect of VPN service on connection speed - Expert 1 highlighted the importance

of this attribute for both technical and non-technical people. Particularly, since

often free VPN services put a cap on speed, offering a premium version to remove

said cap could be enticing.

(9) Possibility to choose the server to connect to from a list (one expert noted they

liked their service because it allowed them to choose a server – and the correspon-

dent “speed” of the server would be attached to the choice; another mentioned

they also did not consider the speed component to be very relevant because their

VPN provider allowed them to choose the server with the highest speed).

(10) Promotions in price.

(11) Possibility to pay only once for the service.

4.3.3. 3) Focus group

A focus group with 8 participants was conducted. This focus group was chosen from

participants from a non-technical background, from various universities and areas of study

and work. They were all young, with a median age of 24 years and generally classified as

WEIRD (Western, educated, industrialized, rich and democratic). Half of the participants
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were female and half male, to ensure gender differences were accounted for in focus group.

The interviews took place online through Zoom. There was one moderator, and since one

participant did not concede to being recorded, one independent individual who did not

participate and whose sole role was to take notes. These notes were later compared with

the moderator own notes to ascertain the key insights. The set of open-ended questions

was structured the following way:

In the first 30 minutes, the participants were asked a series of ice breaker questions,

mostly focused on their online experiences with VPNs as well as use of streaming services.

The reason for such questions had to do with VPN services popularity as a tool to access

foreign region-blocked content.

Following this discussion, there I explained the general uses, goals, and way of func-

tioning of a VPN. The possibility of using a VPN to access foreign region-blocked content

was addressed, as well as privacy and security benefits such software could provide.

1. Usage of and knowledge of personal VPN services among the interviewed

• Only P1 had used a VPN for personal use before, while the other participants were

still unaccustomed to this type of product from a personal setting standpoint.

However, all the participants had heard of VPNs being used in a professional

setting.

• P1 had used a free VPN service (that boosted a premium version he did not use)

in order to bypass website blocks his ISP had set.

• Two participants (P1 and P4) had seen ads of this type of software before.

• P4 and P8 mentioned knowing friends who used VPNs for personal use. P4

described his friend who used the VPN for personal use as “not tech savy” and

his main purpose was to access geo-blocked content. P8 mentioned having several

friends, who worked in the IT field and used VPNs for a variety of reasons such

as accessing geo-blocked content, accessing blocked websites, and overall online

privacy and protection. Despite P8 never having found a compelling use to install

a VPN, he believed VPN use to be widespread within his circle of friends.

2. Desire to watch geo-blocked content:

• P1 mentioned he knew people who had an interest in consuming certain media

as soon as it was released in other countries, and for such the use of a VPN could

be deemed useful. For himself he felt the case did not apply.

• All users used streaming services, with two having admitted to the use of piracy

software in the past to access content.

• P2 mentioned when he did not have subscriptions for a service, he resorted to

piracy – this was a sentiment echoed by other participants. However, commodity

was important for this participant, and he would prefer to access the content

over a streaming service. If it was a significant gap in quality and commodity, he

would consider purchasing a VPN service.
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• P3 mentioned buffering speed and experience with lack of quality with piracy

services.

3. Privacy

• P4 mentioned he felt search engines kept data but did not consider it a strong

concern. He felt during certain searches he wished for the possibility to keep

more privacy.

• P2 mentioned concerns when planning trips, and whether cookies and other as-

pects could affect the search results.

• P1 mentioned when it comes to payments, specially in bank apps, he assumed

they were secure. The use of a Portuguese service called MBway to create virtual

cards took away any danger he felt towards others online payments.

4. Attributes identified as important in such a service

• P1 considered the presence of a “free alternative” inside the same VPN as rele-

vant, being a way to try the product.

• P1 considered the interface to be relevant. P7 in this topic added the possibility

to have it as a Chorme/Browser extension would be very appreciated. When

P7 was questioned as follow up on whether that service would be considered

desirable as part of a “anti-virus + VPN” pack, she mentioned it seemed more

convenient than as a separate program.

• P1 has used a free VPN before to download content from a blocked website, and

he felt speed was not important to him – since he never used it for streaming,

but rather to download material to see later. For him, a free service even with

subpar speed was enough.

• P1 and P4 mentioned they had seen ads for VPNs by youtubers they followed.

• Amount of information asked by the VPN provider – P6 mentioned when too

much information is asked, she gives up purchasing the service. The method of

payment is also relevant as well.

• Opinions of friends was mentioned as a relevant factor – for instances, P6 men-

tioned how when she went to purchase a computer, she consulted an opinion of

a friend in the area.

• P8 also mentioned the importance of an easy-to-use interface, how quick the

program functions. He believed the use of a VPN for privacy or security was

only for a specific kind of privacy concerned person, who was a minority of the

population.

• Promotions in price was mentioned by P8 as being a significant aspect of why

his friends chose their VPNs.

4.3.4. Analysis of interviews and attribute identification

On the matter of valued attributes, we compared the insights obtained in the literature

review with the attributes identified by experts and non-experts as significant. The goal
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was to discern the attributes that were relevant for the decision making from those that

actually differed between different VPNs. For example, certain attributes that experts

who have used a VPN in the past unanimously considered important - such as possibility

to choose server and location of server - were discarded for the vast majority of VPN

services since they already allow for this functionality. As such, it’s unlikely they would

form the core of the decision making process but rather serve as a means to exclude

outliers.

On the other hand, factors such as an easy to use interface, policies and information

regarding transparency subjects (such as logging), origin and strength of recommenda-

tions, type of program (as a stand alone program, a feature of an anti-virus, or a browser

add on), location of countries with servers, rating or impact on internet speed are offered

in varying combinations throughout the market, and all were considered for analysis. The

wide array of attributes identified in the focus group and interviews with experts will be

juxtaposed with the relevant literature to arrive at the final list of attributes, and I will

provide reasoning as to why certain attributes were included or excluded.

4.3.5. Included attributes

Monthly average cost

Price is the traditional attribute common to most discrete choice experiments, especially

those with a focus on computing willingness to pay for a product or service. Besides

serving as the strongest point of comparison between VPNs, it is the introduction of a

price attribute that allows the researcher to express trade-offs not only in terms of utility,

but of cost and as such determine how variations in attributes are valued monetarily.

I chose to focus on the average monthly cost for such services. The wording is relevant

in the sense we are looking for the average cost a consumer will pay per month, regardless

of subscription type (paid monthly, quarterly, yearly or other combination). This stems

from the consideration subscription models vary substantially within the same VPN and

across different VPNs as well. Work by Khan et al. (2018) found a monthly subscription

to be the most common, however many VPNs offered quarterly, 6 months, and annual

subscriptions, with some going as far as offering a “life-time” offer. This means individuals

can pay a higher amount a single time, and as such obtain a “bulk discount”. I chose

to focus solely on the average monthly cost (ignoring subscription type) to avoid both

setting too large of a cognitive burden on participants, but also to avoid multicollinearity

(if monthly cost and subscription model are both treated as independent variables, it is

likely they are highly correlated. This will undermine the statistical significance of the

independent variables themselves).

Monthly Average Cost - Levels

This decision was left out of the focus group and expert interviews, since I wanted to use

price points that reflected the present VPN environment, while allowing for participants

to engage on the relevant trade-offs. Just in terms of monthly payments, three points
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were set by Khan et al. (2018), with a minimum of 99 cents ($), average of 10.10 ($)
and maximum of 30 ($). Since Khan (2018) did not specify which prices were the most

frequent, I supplemented the analysis by looking into the monthly cost of the top 20

VPNs currently in the market by webpage visits, both offered in a monthly and yearly

subscriptions. I did not consider the 30 $ price point, since it likely embodies an extreme

that is to be applied to a small subset of consumers. By choosing to add a very high level to

the questionnaire, we risk obtaining many cases where the high-cost alternative is rejected

near unanimously, and as such not provide us with valuable information regarding trade-

offs between prices (levels closer in range could then provide more valuable information).

The following price levels were included:

• Level 1 - Free level was included given about 40 % of the top 20 VPNs by

page view offer such a alternative. Participants in the focus group also, unlike

the expert interview, displayed a strong preference towards free VPN services.

Offering a free alternative is paramount to evaluate Hypothesis 1, since probability

of choosing a free alternative over a paid one requires such free alternative to be

presented to participants in the first place.

• Level 2 - I included the price point 3,99 € since this is close to the average of

the cheapest offered price point when we take into account payments in yearly

subscription modes.

• Level 3 - Chosen since it compromises a mid point between level 2 and level 4.

18 % of the top 20 VPNs analyzed offer a monthly price point between 6.99 and

9.99. This value is also close to the max monthly rate for yearly paid subscription.

• Level 4 - 54 % of monthly prices are between 9,99 € and 11,99 € (with 82 %

between 7,99 € and 11,99 €). Another methodological advantage of choosing

11,99 € was to keep values between levels equal.

Recommendation of friends/family

The attribute ”Recommended by friends/family” was frequently mentioned among partic-

ipants in the focus group. Participants often mentioned the difficulty in choosing software

and hardware without the help of knowledgeable friends/family. Parallels to other prod-

ucts and services, such as purchase of a computer or of a Anti-virus program were drawn.

Recommendation of friends/family - Levels

Two levels were considered, yes and no, with no signifying no recommendation was made

(and not that someone recommended against it).

The reasoning for just two levels lies in maximizing the trade-offs of extra options

versus greater model and choice set complexity. Although VPNs publicized by VPN

comparing websites could be seen as a form of recommendation, the attribute ”Rating”

provides weight of those recommendations in way of a star rating, with a greater degree

of granularity.
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Rating

I considered rating for a couple of reasons. First off, it was pointed in literature by

Sombatruang et al. (2020) as an important attribute, and according to (Ramesh et al.,

2022), users seem to lean towards search engines and recommendation sites (61,1 % and

56,5 %, respectively) over methods such as word of mouth. VPN comparison websites

provide its own industry of advice, and often share much of the transparency issues VPN

services do. Testing how users value those ratings could provide some clarity into the

pulling effect these websites have towards a certain VPN service.

Secondly, experts identified the importance of opinion of consumer defense magazines.

Although consumers in the focus group did not mention expert rating per se specifically,

they also placed emphasis on qualified user opinions. User rating could serve as impor-

tant attribute, together with magazine and website recommendations rating, to guide

consumers.

The main topic of discussion here was to either include rating as a conjoint attribute

comprising of both expert rating and user rating, or whether to desegregate both in dif-

ferent attributes. Ultimately, I decided to group both ratings into one, losing differences

between both in the process, but avoiding subjecting the participants to a too high cog-

nitive load. Giving them 7 attributes to trade off would likely undermine the trade-offs

with the other 6, also relevant, attributes.

Rating - Levels

I chose two interval levels, of 3 to 4 stars and 4 to 5 stars. Lower quality ratings were not

chosen, since they would add complexity to the DCE that could be better used for other

attributes. Comparison websites, from my own research, rarely include VPNs services

with ratings below 3 stars, serving this as a bare “minimum”.

Reduction in internet speed

Using a VPN service has direct consequences to internet speed, since this means internet

traffic is going through the VPN server, which adds a extra step in the process. This

insight was highlighted in the expert interviews and focus groups. While the matter of

reduction in internet speed is relevant to both experts and non-experts, experts have

a deeper knowledge of what causes it, and what factors affect it. In essence, it is not

possible to know the exact effect a certain VPN service has on internet speed a priori,

but only after experiencing said VPN service. The reason is the effect on internet speed

will depend on what server the person connects to, with closer and faster servers offering

different effects on internet speed, as well as someone’s geographical location and own

internet characteristics (for example, if someone is experiencing throttling1 from his in-

ternet provider, a VPN service can help alleviate it). Additional factors apply to each

VPN service, with VPN servers that are “overloaded” with users, as often is the case for

1Throttling is defined as the intentional slowing or speeding of an internet service by an Internet service
provider (ISP). It is a reactive measure employed in communication networks to regulate network traffic
and minimize bandwidth congestion
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free services, experiencing bigger impacts. The consequence is most VPN firms offering

their services are vague on the terms of their effect on internet speed - often marketing

themselves as the “VPN with the highest speed connection” - dodging the buzzword re-

duction/decrease entirely. However, firms often can and will place caps on internet speed

when it comes to free versions. This means they often specify those limits, as a way to

draw users to premium versions of their products.

Reduction in internet speed - Levels

I considered three ranges. The reasoning is meant to capture the scope of experience VPN

users when they adopt the service. These vary in degree of intensity, and are capped at

moderate to severe impact, since I considered above this point users are unlikely to opt for

a VPN service. The use of the service only makes sense if it allows users to achieve their

goal - be it browse the internet with greater security and anonymity, or watch geo-blocked

streaming content - and if VPN service does not allow them to do that enjoyably, it loses

significance as a service.

Logging

As noted in the experts interviews, logging is a divisive and important topic to consider

when choosing VPN service. This attribute fundamentally concerns a problematic of the

current VPN service market - which is that of transparency. For a service that bolsters

anonymity and security, VPN firms are often illusive in what data they are keeping of

their users, with Khan et al. (2018) estimating up to 25% of the 200 VPNs analyzed did

not have a link to their privacy policy, and only 45 of those 200 claiming a ”no-logs”

policy. As choosing a VPN service for privacy related reasons often equates trusting the

VPN firm to handle the users internet traffic with discretion, this attribute is of crucial

relevance to the DCE.

Logging - Levels

I considered three levels, each embodying a increasing degree of transparency. I included

the first two levels mainly to distinguish between preferences for a service who did not

refer the data it keeps, and a firm who does - in order to infer preferences of participants

towards the minority of VPNs who address this issue. The last level is narrower case, but

that has gained popularity as of late. Firms such as Nord VPN and ExpressVPN hired

firms to audit their privacy policies over the last years, in order to ensure their policies

are compliant with the data they actually keep of their users.

Number of countries with servers

Number of countries serves to quantify two major points of the expert interviews - location

of VPN servers, and number of servers. The issue of data protection law, connection speed,

and access to geo-blocked content are indirectly represented in this attribute. Experts

showed a greater sensitivity to these matters than the participants of the focus group,
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and evaluating the relative coefficient of this attribute among participants with different

literacy levels poses a important analysis.

Number of countries with servers - Levels

To determine the levels, I conducted a search of the top 20 VPNs by webpage visits. The

first level captures 18 % of the offers below 50 countries, while the second and third level

capture both 41 % of the population in analysis. The reasoning for the different percentage

in the first level, is it allows to equalize the second and third levels in percentage of VPN

offerings. It is also likely the first level is underrepresented in the top 20 VPNs, and as

we go further down in popularity, number of countries offered will likely decrease. There

is also incentive towards adding a first level that is low enough to capture preferences.

Ranges are kept similar amongst levels as is recommended in the relevant literature.

4.3.6. Excluded attributes

I found important to add this section, to justify why certain characteristics that could be

seen as attributes were excluded, despite mentions in focus groups, expert interviews, or

literature research.

Interface - Mentioned in focus group

This attribute was removed since it is not directly testable, - despite it being important

and mentioned in the focus group, we considered the VPNs being offered to participants

as being equal in user friendliness - which is the case for most popular VPN services.

Headquarters of VPN location - Mentioned by experts

The matter of headquarters, despite relevant, seems to serve more as a reason to excluded

outliers than gauge preferences. Most experts had aversion to certain locations (such

as the United States or China), which are often countries with either lax laws on data

protection or oppressive government surveillance. Nevertheless, participants did not show

a strong preference towards headquarters in specific countries.

Number of servers - Mentioned by experts

The attribute of number of countries with servers servers the purpose of this topic.

Location of servers - Mentioned by experts

The attribute of number of countries with servers servers the purpose of this topic. More-

over, with a increase in number of countries, the chances of being able to choose a server

in a preferred location increases.

Type of program - Mentioned in focus group

Was excluded since type of program is not exactly a attribute of a program. Often, being

offered as a package of a anti-virus does not tell anything of the VPN itself - it has more to

do with the way it is marketed towards consumers. By itself, the VPN and the anti-virus

are still two separate programs - so even if it is more likely to get people to acquire that
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particular service, they are not engaging on attribute trade offs, but rather being herded

by the antivirus. Browser VPNs, on the other hand, since they only work while using

the browser, also add unnecessary complexity to the model. This is on account of not

redirecting all traffic to the VPN server, but rather only the browser traffic, constituting

therefore a similar, yet different service.

Number of downloads - Mentioned by (Sombatruang et al., 2020)

Excluded since it is not directly observable in a VPN program for computer use. The issue

of number of downloads is something directly comparable among different VPN providers

in an app store, but in an online setting where each VPN service has their own website

the matter is complicated

We can see the full list of chosen attributes and respective levels down below:

Table 4.1. Attributes and levels selected for the DCE

Puchase of a VPN Program

Attribute Levels

Average Monthly Cost

Free
3.99 €
7.99 €
11.99 €

Recommended by friends/family
Yes
No

Rating
Between 3 and 4 stars
Between 4 and 5 stars

Reduction in internet speed

None to little reduction on internet speed
Little to moderate reduction on internet speed
Moderate to severe reduction on internet speed

Logging Does not mention what data it keeps from user
Mentions what data it keeps from user in its
website or privacy policy
Mentions what data it keeps from user in its website
or privacy policy which was confirmed by an
independent firm

Number of countries with servers

Less than 50 countries
Between 50 and 80 countries
More than 80 countries

4.4. Design of the choice sets

Based on the previous discussion of relevant attributes and levels, I constructed 12 choice

sets using a fractional factorial design, taking into account three properties: Orthogonality,

balance and minimal overlap among attributes. Designing an efficient experimental design

is a subject that has evolved through out the literature, and often can be a challenging
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procedure. There is often a trade-off between orthogonality and balance, with measures to

determine efficiency such as use of a measure called D-effiency. I focused on maintaining

the properties of orthogonality, balance and minimal overlap, while limiting the number

of choice sets each participant has to fill in - the literature states 18 as a practical limit

up until the point boredom starts to set in (Mangham et al., 2008). With this, we are

able to achieve a design that is robust and allows us to gather data efficiently to later

construct our model. I resorted to the program JMP since it allowed to construct these

sets taking into account our specifications.

No choice alternative

For each choice set, I did not include an additional, third option to choose neither of

the first two alternatives. The reason for not providing this option has to do with a few

insights. The first of which is to avoid participants giving up on effectively considering the

trade-offs, and selecting the no-choice option since it provides the least cognitive burden.

Secondly, adding this option would result in a larger complexity of the models to be

estimated, and since each ”no choice alternative” presents no information on trade offs,

it would effectively require either a much larger sample size, or a larger increase of choice

sets presented to participants. Such sample size is not obtainable in the scope of this work,

and increasing choice sets could present serious hurdles in terms of participant attention

and focus (especially since we are already including two questionnaires in addition to

the basic DCE). Nevertheless, to add a level of control over the quality of the choices

participants took, three questions were included after the DCE, with the relevant possible

answers below:

Question 1. For you, was it difficult to choose between the presented options?

• (very hard, hard, neither hard nor easy, easy, very easy)

Question 2. In the choices you made previously, did you take into account all attributes

(average monthly cost, recommendations of friends/family, rating, reduction on internet

speed, logging and number of countries with servers)?

• (yes, no)

Question 3. If no, what attributes did you value the most (select at most 3)?

• (average monthly cost, recommendations of friends/family, rating, reduction on

internet speed, logging, number of countries with servers)

4.5. Questionnaire

Two questionnaires were developed, with the goal to gather information on the demo-

graphic characteristics covariates and on the privacy literacy covariates.

Demographic Questionnaire

For development of the demographic characteristics questionnaire, participants were asked

to fill their gender, age, education level and monthly individual income.
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Privacy Literacy Questionnaire and Literacy Score

To evaluate privacy literacy covariates, I developed a questionnaire to measure privacy

concerns and technological literacy, based on the work done by Trepte et al. (2015), who

identified 5 key dimensions for online privacy literacy. Nearly all dimensions were kept

intact in their meaning, with the exception of dimensions 2 (that evaluated knowledge of

data protection rights in Germany) and 4 (that evaluated knowledge European directives

regarding data protection), that were joined together since Trepte et al. (2015) precedes

the GDPR, and the current paradigm in European data law does not justify evaluating

rights in Portugal separately from the general European law.

The five dimensions to capture in the questionnaire were the following:

• (D1) Dimension 1: Pratices of institutions and online service provider

(D1.1) Knowledge: Internet Service Provider (ISP) practices

(D1.2) Knowledge: Online service providers practices

• (D2) Dimension 2: Knowledge about the technical aspects of online privacy and

data protection

(D2.1) Knowledge: Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs)

(D2.2) Knowledge: How internet functions/technical infrastructure

• (D3) Dimension 3: Knowledge about the laws and legal aspects of data protection

in Portugal and the European Union

(D3.1) Knowledge: GDPR (data protection and privacy legislation)

• (D4) Dimension 4: Data protection strategies for individual self-control

The privacy literacy questionnaire itself was composed of three parts. The first two

parts represent a self-assessment, where participants were asked to share their perceived

knowledge on a multitude of topics, relevant to each dimension. While the first part en-

compasses dimension 1,2 and 3, the second part focuses solely on evaluating self-assessed

privacy protecting habits on dimension 4. The reasoning was that unlike with other

dimensions where the general question could be understood, the matter of whether a

individual employs strategies to protect their online privacy is a vague topic, and a par-

ticipant could employ strategies but fail to recognize them as such. To add to this point,

the levels are not a matter of extensive or poor knowledge, but rather a matter of how

often the participant employs these strategies (always, frequently, sometimes, rarely or

never).

The last part of the questionnaire focused on a set of true and false questions with

the goal of validating previous self-assessed knowledge. All dimensions were covered, and

this served to counter the Dunning-Kruger effect, where people with low privacy literacy

levels could be overestimating their knowledge of the subject.

The version in English and Portuguese can be found in list in the appendix B.3. and

figures on B.4., respectively.
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4.6. Categorization of participants

Based on the results of the privacy literacy questionnaire, each participant result will be

converted into a score by means of a POMP score (Cohen et al., 1999). A POMP score

is a score that follows the formula:

[(observed−minimum)/(maximum−minimum)]100 (4.1)

Where observed = the observed score for a single case,

minimum = the minimum possible score on the scale, and

maximum = the maximum possible score on the scale.

A minimum score will be established to classify participants into either a “Advanced

Privacy Literacy” or “Basic privacy literacy” category.

After this preliminary categorization, participants with a advanced level of privacy lit-

eracy will be subjected to a validation threshold, calculated in terms of percentage of

correctly answered questions in the last part of the questionnaire. This serves to counter

a possible dunning-kruger effect, where participants have disparaging differences between

self-assessed privacy literacy levels and actual privacy literacy levels. The population will

then be sorted into subgroups, and results will be compared between models estimated.

4.7. Deployment of DCE

Having already established sufficient information for design of the DCE, it is necessary

to embed the experiment in a interface with which participants can interact and that can

be easily distributed.

After the choice sets were designed, they were exported from JMP to a online platform

called Conjointly. This platform allowed to construct the following aforementioned parts

of the experiment:

(1) An introduction

(2) Consent form for the data collected

(3) A demographic questionnaire

(4) The Discrete Choice Experiment, where participants had to choose between a

series of two alternative VPN programs, A and B.

(5) A privacy literacy questionnaire

The platform also allowed to set a minimum timer of 3 seconds per choice, unblocking

the “choice” option only after those seconds had passed, to set a block to participants

who tried to skip randomly through the DCE.

The experiment was distributed in a link to a sample of participants, collected through

personal circles, social network websites, and university circles. Despite efforts to make

this distribution as random as possible, participants were likely college educated, from the
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center of Lisbon, and with a relative degree of privacy literacy. The relevant demographic

characteristics are set in the appendix table B.1, and it is important to be cautious with

extrapolating findings to the general population, since this experiment’s data and key

findings are likely to differ to groups with different demographic make ups. The full set

of prints of the deployed experiment is available in figure D.1 available in the appendix.

We can see in figure 4.1 an example of a choice designed in Conjointly.

Figure 4.1. Example of a choice designed in Conjointly

4.8. Choice of Models

I estimated a series of econometric models to explore plausible explanations for the series

of choices obtained while carrying out the experiment, and test the relevant hypothesis

set in the Research Design chapter.

After briefly explaining the basis of the random utility model, the first model to

run is the multinomial logit model, which is not only the most used model in discrete

choice experiments but also represents the most constricted model in terms of hypothesis

and assumptions that must be followed. A secondary model that takes into account the

heterogeneity of the population was deployed, the mixed logit model, in a effort to relax

strict hypotheses such as the IID (independent and identically distributed errors) and

allowing for participants preferences to vary from one another.

4.8.1. Random utility model

Discrete choice experiments are an attribute-based stared preference valuation technique.

They draw on Lancaster characteristics of demand, where consumers have preferences for

and derive utility from underlying attributes, rather than from goods per se. Choices

made in the DCE are analyzed using Random Utility Theory (RUT), which proposes
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that utility Ul can be decomposed into an explainable or systematic component Vl and a

non-explainable or random component ϵl:

Ul = Vl + ϵl (4.2)

Economists see this error component as unobservable or unobserved attributes, un-

observed preference variation, specification error and/or measurement error. Moreover

as j are not observed, choices can only be modeled in terms of probabilities from the

researcher point of view. Alternative l is therefore chosen if ϵl < (Vl − Vj) + ϵjl∀l ̸= j.

The probability of choosing this alternative then is

P (ϵ1 < Vl − V1 + ϵl, ϵ2 < Vl − V2 + ϵl, . . . , ϵJ < Vl − VJ + ϵl) (4.3)

Denoting F−l the cumulative density function of all the ϵs except ϵl, this probability

is:

(Pl | ϵl) = F−l (Vl − V1 + ϵl, . . . , Vl − VJ + ϵl) . (4.4)

The unconditional probability is obtained by integrating out the conditional probabil-

ity using the marginal density of ϵl, denoted fl:

Pl =

∫
F−l (Vl − V1 + ϵl, . . . , Vl − VJ) + ϵl

)
fl (ϵl) dϵl. (4.5)

4.8.2. Multinomial logit model

The multinomial logit model represents a special case of the model developed in the

previous section, and its basic formulation is the following:

Pl =
eVl∑J
j=1 e

Vj

(4.6)

This model is based on three key hypotheses. They are i) independence of the errors,

ii) the assumption that each ϵ follows a Gumbell distribution and iii) the assumption

that the errors are identically distributed. The last assumption serves essentially as ho-

moscedasticity hypothesisis.

IIA property of the Multinomial Logit Model

IIA (independence of irrelevant alternatives) relies on the hypothesis that the errors are

identical and independent. This assumption states characteristics of one particular choice

alternative do not impact the relative probabilities of choosing other alternatives. In our

particular scenario, if this is valid, this means that participants are not being presented
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with alternatives (VPN services) that are very similar among each other, and probabili-

ties of choosing one VPN over another are not being overestimated/underestimated, on

account of some VPN services being indistinguishable among each other. This is partic-

ularly significant for our work in the sense that if relevant attributes are being omitted,

this hypothesis is violated in the basic multinomial model.

Interpretation of results

Unlike a linear model, coefficients represent marginal utilities that can not be interpreted

directly. It is by transforming these coefficients we are able to obtain meaningful results.

This is expressed in the calculation of marginal rates of substitution, that can be obtained

with the ratio of coefficients:

− dx2

dx1

∣∣∣∣
dV=0

=
β1

β2

(4.7)

In our case, we can take the average monthly cost of a VPN service (x2), and find out

the marginal ratios of substitution by dividing the associated β2 with the β1. It is with

these transformations we are able to obtain willingness to pay estimates.

Another alternative to find willingness to pay estimates is to model the multinomial

model in the WTP-space as opposed to the preference space (Helveston, 2022). For

example, consider the following function where utility for a VPN is given by the following

model:

uj = αpj + β1xj1 + β2xj2 + β3xj3 + β4xj4 + εj (4.8)

We can estimate this model in the preference-space as follows:

uj = αpj + β1x
recomSim
j + β2x

rating4 to 5
j + β3x

speedmod a sev
j + β4x

speed lig to mod
j

+β5x
logref
j + β6x

logref e audit
j + β7x

countryless50
j + β8x

countryplus80
j + εj

(4.9)

We can estimate this same model in the WTP-space as follows:

uj =λ

(
ω1x

recomSim
j + ω2x

rating4 to 5
j + ω3x

speedmod a sev
j + ω4x

speed lig to mod
j

+ ω5x
logref
j + ω6x

logref e audit
j + ω7x

countryless50
j + ω8x

countryplus80
j − pj

)
+ εj

(4.10)
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We can take ω as being established in monetary units, with λ being the scale param-

eter.

4.8.3. Mixed logit model

The IIA/IID assumption underlying the multinomial logit also assumes survey respon-

dents have the same preferences and/or that unobserved variation around those pref-

erences are similar. Models such as the mixed multinomial (MMNL) allow β to vary

randomly across individuals, by considering the β as random draws from a distribution

whose parameters are estimated. This relaxes the IIA hypothesis, and translates into a

model that takes the heterogeneity of the population into account.

The combination of random-attribute coefficients and extreme-value (Gumbell) dis-

tributed errors result in a complex K-dimensional integral which cannot easily be solved

analytically, but is rather approximated with a simulations with a finite number of draws:

Pil = E (Pil | βi) =

∫
β1

∫
β2

. . .

∫
βK

(Pil | β) f(β, θ)dβ1dβ2 . . . dβK (4.11)
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CHAPTER 5

Empirical Results

The experiment was released officially on 5th of November, and for the following 2 weeks,

84 participants took part. After the responses were gathered, they were exported to Excel

through the platform. The analysis of demographic characteristics and privacy scores of

each individual was conducted on Excel, but the statistical and econometric analysis of

the models was programmed in R, with the use of two major packages:

• mlogit package (Croissant, 2020) - Package to analyze R multinomial logit models

and tests.

• logitr package (Helveston, 2022) - A recent, faster package that generates multi-

nomial and mixed logit models in two spaces: Preference Space and Willingness

to Pay Space.

5.1. Analysis of participants - demographic and privacy literacy

I analyzed participants’ data with the goal of better understanding their demographic

characteristics and privacy level, compounded by means of a score using the methodology

explained in section 4.5.

Demographic Characteristics

I obtained a near equal amount of male and female correspondents, with 50 % male, 49

% female, and 1 % who preferred not to answer. The most common range for age was

between 18 to 24, with 39 % of correspondents within this age bracket, followed by 25 to

34 with 23 % and 45-54 with 14%. The population under analysis is young, with 73 % of

participants with an age below 44 (below the average age in Portugal of 46 years).

Individual income was below 500 € a month for 26 % of participants, with participants

with incomes between 1000 € and 1500 € representing 23% and 26 % of participants

displaying individual income above 2000 € a month. When it comes to level of education,

86 % of the sample had a bachelor’s or above, with 14 % holding a doctorate degree. This

contrasts heavily with the 14 % who only have a high school education or below, although

it should be noted only one participant was below 18, which can justify this difference.

As such, this sample displays a above average level of education, is distributed equally

in gender, with differing levels of income and distributed unevenly across all age brackets,

with a particular focus on younger participants. The methods of distributing the quiz

(through social networks, university networks, and public online forums) are likely the

major factor contributing to this. The full analysis of demographic characteristics is

available in the appendix in table B.1.
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Privacy Literacy and Privacy Literacy Score

For evaluating the privacy literacy level of participants, I calculated POMP scores for each

participant across the various dimensions identified by Trepte et al. (2015), measured in

the self-assessment questionnaire. Participants were preliminarily categorized into two

categories, “Basic Literacy”, if their score was below 40 %, and “Advanced Literacy” if

their score was above 40 %. The reasoning behind choosing 40 % lies both in the fact the

average self-assessed privacy score was 41 %, and that choosing a higher minimum score for

advanced privacy literacy would yield very few responses and drastically unequal sample

sizes, which would harm any conclusion taken from model comparison. I divided across

merely two categories since I valued lower standard deviations and greater significance of

results over less meaningful results across a wider array of privacy literacy categories.

After this preliminary categorization, participants with an advanced level of privacy

literacy were subjected to a validation threshold, calculated in terms of the percentage of

correctly answered questions in the last part of the questionnaire, which comprised of a

sequence of true or false questions.

In this regard, since the average quiz scoring was 63 %, in order to accept the partici-

pant in the category “Advanced Privacy Literacy”, they had to score at least above 63 %,

displaying therefore above average knowledge. After running this analysis, 11 participants

were passed to basic literacy, since they did not pass the validation test and scored below

63 %. This yields a final score of 52 basic literacy participants, and 32 advanced literacy

participants. As with other aspects of this study, this analysis would benefit greatly from

a larger sample size. This would allow setting a larger amount of categories to capture

different privacy literacy categories and as such examine how different brackets of higher

privacy literacy scores impact valuations in a VPN service.

5.2. General

Given each participant answered 12 choice sets with two alternatives each, and I gathered

84 responses, the combined total observations under analysis are 2016 (8x2x12), with 1008

choices made. This allowed me to estimate the following models:
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5.2.1. Multinomial logit model

In table 5.1 is the multinomial logit model (abbreviated to MLN onwards), estimated on

the preference space through the use of the logitr package (Helveston, 2022).

Table 5.1. MNL - Preference Space
MNL - Preference Space

Estimate Std. Error

price -0.24 0.02 ***
recomyes 2.57 0.42 ***
rating 4 to 5 -0.14 0.16
speedred mod to sev -0.79 0.19 ***
speedred none to lig 0.59 0.16 ***
logref 1.24 0.14 ***
logref e audit 1.7 0.21 ***
countryless50 -0.11 0.19
countryplus80 0.61 0.14 ***

Log Likelihood -452.77
null.logLik -698.69
AIC 923.78
BIC 967.78
R2 0.35
Adj. R2 0.34
nobs 1008

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

I incorporated the relevant attributes in the model as dummy variables, with k -1 variables

for every level. Since the model in table 5.1 is estimated in the preference space, the

coefficients can not be interpreted directly given they are expressed in terms of marginal

utility. As such, we need to convert them as previously mentioned into willingness to pay

estimates, by taking into account the marginal rate of substitution in regards to price.

Doing so, we arrive at the estimates in table 5.2:

Table 5.2. MNL - Willingness to Pay Estimates (MRS)
MNL - willingness to pay (MRS)

Estimate Std. Error z-value Pr(> |z|)
recomyes 10.72 1.98 5.39 6.93E-08 ***
rating4 to 5 -0.59 0.67 -0.88 0.3809754
speedred mod to sev -3.3 0.88 -3.78 0.0001577 ***
speedred none to lig 2.47 0.67 3.69 0.0002234 ***
logref 5.18 0.57 9.06 < 2.20E-16 ***
logref e audit 7.11 0.81 8.79 < 2.20E-16 ***
countryless50 -0.47 0.79 -0.61 0.5460303
countryplus80 2.55 0.62 4.1 4.21E-05 ***

We can also estimate the multinomial model through the WTP-Space, as exposed in our

methodology in table 5.3:
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Table 5.3. MNL - WTP Space
MNL - WTP Space

Estimate Std. Error

scalePar 0.23 0.02 ***
recomyes 10.7 1.96 ***
rating 4 to 5 -0.59 0.66
speedred mod to sev -3.11 0.86 ***
speedred none to lig 2.48 0.65 ***
logref 5.18 0.57 ***
logref e audit 7.11 0.8 ***
countryless50 -0.48 0.78
countryplus80 2.6 0.61 ***

Log Likelihood -452.77
null.logLik -698.69
AIC 923.78
BIC 967.78
R2 0.35
Adj. R2 0.34
nobs 1008

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

Which will yield us similar results, as noted in the comparison table 5.4:

Table 5.4. Comparison of WTP Estimates - MRS and WTP-Space

pref (MRS) wtp difference

scalePar 0.24 0.24 9.12E-06
recomyes 10.72 10.72 -4.80E-04

rating4 to 5 -0.59 -0.59 2.64E-04
speedred mod to sev -3.31 -3.31 1.24E-03
speedred none to lig 2.47 2.48 3.82E-04

logref 5.18 5.18 -3.36E-04
logref e audit 7.12 7.12 -3.40E-04
countryless50 -0.48 -0.48 -4.94E-04
countryplus80 2.55 2.55 -6.03E-04

logLik -452.77 -452.77 2.55E-06

5.2.2. Mixed logit model

The mixed multinomial model (MMNL from this point onwards) goes beyond the multi-

nomial model, and allows random taste variation, unrestricted substitution patterns, and

correlation in unobserved factors over time. By not requiring IIA, I am able to derive

effects taking into account the heterogeneity of the sample, and as such reach conclusions

that do not rely on the strict assumptions kept in the standard multinomial logit model.

This was accomplished with simulation in Rstudio. The model is computationally gener-

ated and was programmed in R, with 200 random draws. Table 5.5 shows the computed

model:
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Table 5.5. MMNL - Preference Space
MMNL - Preference Space

Estimate Std. Error

price -0.29 0.03 ***
recomyes 2.59 0.69 ***
rating 4 to 5 -0.17 0.21
speedred mod to sev -0.76 0.21 ***
speedred none to lig 0.71 0.21 ***
logref 1.52 0.19 ***
logref e audit 1.96 0.29 ***
countryless50 -0.21 0.21
countryplus80 0.62 0.14 ***
sd recomyes -0.25 2.85
sd rating 4 to 5 1.11 0.3
sd speedred mod to sev -0.07 0.27
sd speedred none to lig -0.02 0.33
sd logref 0.55 0.28
sd logref e audit -1.45 0.38
sd countryless50 -0.03 0.36
sd countryplus80 0.03 0.22

Log Likelihood -452.7
null.logLik -698.69
AIC 923.78
BIC 967.78
R2 0.35
Adj. R2 0.34
nobs 1008

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

5.2.3. Willingness-to-pay estimates

Taking the implied WTP from the preference model, I arrive at the following willingness

to pay estimations for the general sample in table 5.6:
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Table 5.6. MMNL model - willingness to pay estimates
MMNL - willingness to pay (MRS)

Estimate Std. Error z-value Pr(> |z|)
scalePar 0.29 0.03 10.76 2.20E-16 ***
recomyes 8.95 2.54 3.52 0.0004 ***
rating4 to 5 -0.57 0.76 -0.76 0.4485
speedred mod to sev -2.62 0.82 -3.20 0.0014 **
speedred none to lig 2.46 0.69 3.54 0.0004 ***
logref 5.26 0.56 9.38 2.20E-16 ***
logref e audit 6.79 0.93 7.32 2.39E-13 ***
countryless50 -0.73 0.73 -1.00 0.3196
countryplus80 2.14 0.56 3.84 0.0001 ***
sd recomyes -0.86 10.00 -0.09 0.9313
sd rating4 3.82 0.97 3.92 0.0001 ***
sd speedred mod to sev -0.25 0.94 -0.26 0.7925
sd speedred none to lig -0.06 1.17 -0.05 0.9565
sd logref 1.89 0.91 2.07 0.0387 *
sd logref e audit -5.00 1.19 -4.21 2.60E-05 ***
sd countryless50 -0.09 1.25 -0.07 0.9406
sd countryplus80 0.11 0.77 0.14 0.8904

5.3. Privacy literacy subgroup models

5.3.1. Willingness-to-pay estimates

Applying the criteria expressed in previous sections, I divided the sample into two sub-

groups, “Basic Literacy” and “Advanced Literacy”. Based on this, I calculated the pref-

erence space models for the MNL and MMNL models available in tables C.1 and C.2,

respectively.
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Below we can see the corresponding models with willingness to pay estimates:

Table 5.7. MNL - WTP estimates per subgroup of privacy literacy

BLMNL ALMNL

Estimate Std. Error Estimate Std. Error

scalePar 0.27 0.03 *** 0.21 0.03 ***
recomyes 10.5 2.46 *** 10.65 3.25 **
rating 4 to 5 -0.03 0.76 -1.59 1.28
speedred mod to sev -2.78 0.97 ** -4.18 1.72 *
speedred none to lig 2.38 0.76 ** 2.8 1.27 *
logref 4.5 0.64 *** 6.5 1.16 ***
logref e audit 4.47 0.93 *** 12 1.67 ***
countryless50 -0.23 0.89 -0.1 1.49
countryplus80 1.63 0.67 *** 4.19 1.27 ***

Log Likelihood -270.77 -171.2
null.logLik -432.52 -266.2
AIC 559.54 360.31
BIC 599.47 395.87
R2 0.37 0.35
Adj. R2 0.35 0.32
nobs 624 384

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

Table 5.8. MMNL - WTP estimates per subgroup of privacy literacy

BLMMNL ALMMNL

Estimate Std. Error Estimate Std. Error

scalePar 0.32 0.04 *** 0.26 0.04 ***
recomyes 8.85 5.68 13.39 16.10
rating 4 to 5 -0.16 0.92 -1.46 1.51
speedred mod to sev -2.42 0.95 * -3.37 1.68 *
speedred none to lig 2.12 0.81 ** 2.63 1.37 .
logref 4.71 0.67 *** 6.53 1.17 ***
logref e audit 4.25 1.02 *** 12.16 2.11 ***
countryless50 -0.41 0.85 -1.44 1.47
countryplus80 1.38 0.62 * 3.50 1.22 **
sd recomyes -0.52 43.46 -7.77 16.16
sd rating 4 to 5 3.75 1.12 *** -4.28 1.90 *
sd speedred mod to sev -0.42 1.31 0.02 1.51
sd speed red none to lig 0.27 2.08 0.39 1.83
sd logref 1.99 1.08 -2.44 1.71
sd logref e audit -3.42 1.39 * 6.49 2.66 *
sd countryless30 -0.14 1.43 0.16 2.78
sd countryplus80 0.12 1.08 0.05 1.25
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5.4. Model Comparison

5.4.1. Statistical hypothesis test

Hausman-McFadden

The Hausman-McFadden test, despite serving as a traditional method of testing for the

IIA assumption, is not possible with the current data set. The reason is we forced respon-

dents to answer always two choices, and the Haushman-McFadden tests requires at least

three choices (since it evaluates changes in the choice behavior of the restricted choice set

that is obtained by eliminating one of the alternatives).

5.4.2. Goodness-of-fit

The package logitr by Helveston (2022) naturally calculates for each model the associated

pseudo R2 as well its BIC and AIC. Pseudo R2 is used traditionally as a rule of thumb to

measure fit of a model, yet it can not be interpreted as directly as the R2 used in linear

regressions. Comparing pseudo R2, which can be seen in the table below:

Table 5.9. Goodness-of-fit and Information Measures
MNL MMNL BLMNL ALMNL BLMMNL ALMMNL

McFadden R2 0.35 0.35 0.37 0.36 0.38 0.36

I note the differences are relatively low between different models, with all displaying

a good fit score. Unlike with standard linear regressions R2, a score between 0.2 and 0.4

is traditionally considered a good fit.

5.4.3. Predicting probabilities

Once a model has been estimated, it can be used to predict probabilities, outcomes, or

both for a set of alternatives Helveston (2022). In our case, it is useful to measure the

expected probability of a VPN user choosing alternative A versus alternative B, taking

into account the various attributes that compose it, which is weighted according to the

models previously estimated.

This allows us to partially answer hypothesis one, regarding the expected probability

of choosing a free alternative versus a paid one. Using both the MNL and MMLN model,

I estimated the average probability of choosing a free alternative over a paid one when

both choices are given, to the full set of data collected. We have the results in Table

5.10 that represent the output, with the corresponding confidence intervals and estimated

probability:

Table 5.10. Estimated probability of choosing a free option over a paid
option

Average Confidence interval

Model 0.95 %

MNL 0.7394 0.65 - 0.8
MMNL 0.7393 0.64 - 0.8
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Therefore, given the probability of choosing a free alternative is higher than choosing

a paid one, with the lower bound above 60 % for a 95 % confidence interval, I conclude:

Reject Hypothesis 1: Probability of choosing a free VPN app over a paid one, all

attributes constant, is equal to zero

5.4.4. Evaluating prediction accuracy

A sensible and widely used way to assess the performance of multinomial models is through

the prediction of correct results, estimated on the population under analysis. By taking

into account correct guesses over incorrect ones, it is possible to assess how different

models perform both against each other, and against the expected accuracy if the choices

were random (in this case, 50 %). Table 5.11 displays the calculated accuracy percentage:

Table 5.11. Accuracy of main models estimated
Accuracy of main models estimated

Model Preference - Space WTP - Space Sample (n)

MNL 0.71 0.728 84
MMNL 0.72 0.69 84
BLMNL 74.6 72.9 52
ALMNL 0.69 0.71 32
BLMMNL 0.73 0.72 52
ALMMNL 0.77 0.72 32

I note all models display above 50 % accuracy, with the highest displayed by the Basic

Literacy Multinomial Model (BLMNL), followed by the base MNL and MMNL model

with above 70 % accuracy.

5.5. Results

5.5.1. General results

Average monthly cost is significant across all models, which was expected. Price is often

the first answer participants in the focus group and experts gave when asked about pre-

ferred characteristics in a VPN service. This is the only coefficient that I do not interpret

directly - since it is used as a measure to estimate willingness to pay on all other relevant

attributes. Nevertheless, its continuing significance allows me to:

Reject Hypothesis 2: Average monthly cost has no impact on the likelihood of choosing

a VPN service

In regards to all multinomial logit models participants showed a clear disposition towards

recommended alternatives. The variable recommendation, which took two values (yes

and no) captured the highest coefficient of all attributes. This was followed by logging,

then reduction on internet speed, and finally the number of countries with servers, with

all displaying significance across all models estimated, both in the preference space and

willingness to pay space (with p-value < 0.01).
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The signs are the expected ones - with recommendation of friends/family, logging, and

number of countries with servers having a positive marginal effect on expected utility, and

with price and reduction on internet speed having a negative marginal effect on expected

utility.

To extract meaningful insights and test the hypotheses I laid out in the research

design, I calculated the marginal rate of substitution for both MNL and MMNL models,

expressed in table 5.4 and table 5.6.

Recommendation of friends and family stands out as the most valued (but also with

the greatest standard error) at around 10,72 € (MNL). However, for this attribute, the

MMNL model predicts a value of 8.95 €, which is a lower and more conservative estimate

of how much participants were willing to pay for a VPN service that was recommended

by friends or family. This allows us to ascertain:

Reject Hypothesis 3: Recommendations from friends/family have no impact on will-

ingness to pay for a VPN service

What was surprising, was the non-significance of rating at any significance level. It could

be rating was interpreted as being solely rating given by rating firms, which was a feedback

shared by one of the survey participants, who did not notice the variable included customer

review rating. Perhaps rating does not mean much if consumers don’t know the origin

of the rating, which despite being enunciated in the DCE, could have been missed or not

incorporated adequately in the context of the DCE. This is a topic that should be more

explored in future work since recommendation websites are still a major force in the VPN

ecosystem (Ramesh et al., 2022).

Don’t reject Hypothesis 4: Rating from specialized magazines and consumers has no

impact on willingness to pay for a VPN service

Followed by the attribute of recommendations of friends or family was logging, with

an estimated willingness to pay 5,18 € (MNL) and 5,26 € (MMNL) for a VPN service

that referenced the data it kept of its users in its website or privacy policy. Additionally,

participants were willing to pay a extra 1,94 € in the MNL model and 1,13 € in the

MMNL model for a VPN service that was audited in this regard by an independent firm.

The dummy variables set behave as expected, therefore I:

Reject Hypothesis 6: Logging has no impact on willingness to pay for VPN service

When it comes to reduction on internet speed, a VPN service that has a chance to

drastically reduce internet speed results in participants being willing to give less 3,3 €
(MNL) and 2,6 € (MMNL) for it. On the other hand, a VPN service that has little impact

on internet speed results in a added willingness to pay estimated in the MNL model of

2,47 € (2,46 in MMNL) . These levels should be interpreted in relation to the baseline

level of little to moderate reduction on internet speed (giving us how much participants

are more or less willing to pay in regards to VPN service in that speed level). Considering

both the MNL and MMNL models gave very similar outputs, and all were significant, I:
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Reject Hypothesis 5: Reduction of internet speed associated with the VPN service has

no impact on willingness to pay for a VPN service

The final variable of interest is the number of countries with servers, which seems to only

be significant to a very large set of countries (over 80). Participants were willing to pay in

average more 2,6 € (MNL) and 2,14 € (MMNL) for such a level. Considering participants

did not give much weight to number of countries with servers in a VPN service, it is likely

the relevance of this attribute is lost on lower privacy literacy participants. After, I shall

demonstrate how this attribute differs among different privacy literacy levels and what

that could tell us. Taking this into account, based on the models estimated, I:

Partially reject Hypothesis 7: Number of countries with servers the VPN service

offers has no impact on willingness to pay for the VPN service

5.5.2. Comparison with after DCE results

As mentioned earlier in chapter 4.4., at the end of the DCE participants had to answer

three questions - 1) how difficult they found the choices, 2) if they took all attributes into

account, and 3) if not, which attributes they did take into account (being able to select a

maximum of 3).

This allows us to infer a few things from the model - first off, with question 1), if

participants faced a cognitive burden. In this matter, provided the great majority of the

participants (86%) answered they found the questions either very easy, easy, nor nor hard

or easy, I conclude it is unlikely. Only 4 % found the questions very hard. However, 33

participants left during the choice making part of the DCE, which could indicate those

that faced the hardest cognitive burden left before completing the survey. Since the data

collected only included those who completed the experiment, leavers are excluded by

default from the sample.

Question 2 and 3 allowed to make an additional judgment on what attributes par-

ticipants perceived as less relevant, as well as what percentage of participants took all

attributes into account (64 %). This means 36 % did not consider at least one attribute

in their decision making.

Unsurprisingly, the most mentioned valued attribute was the average monthly cost

of the VPN service, with 33 % of participants selecting it. Next was effect on internet

speed (23 %), followed by logging (19 %). On the other hand, rating had a very small

percentage of choices (the smallest amongst all alternatives, with 8 %), accompanied with

number of countries with servers, with also 8 %.

An unexpected, puzzling scenario concerns recommendations (9 %), where the per-

ceived effect versus the actual estimated effect is lower in magnitude. There seems to be

a gap between the perceived weight participants give to recommendations of friends and

family on their decision making and the actual estimated effects from the models I ran.

From this early analysis, participants seem to undervalue their reliance on recommen-

dations to make choices regarding VPN services. Investigating if this coefficient results
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from an error in model or experiment specification or if it truly represents a dichotomy

in perceived influence versus actual influence of recommendations is out of scope of this

work, but could be expanded in future research. The full table B.2 can be found in the

appendix.

5.5.3. Privacy literacy results

After running both models, it is apparent valued attributes and levels are similar

between each subgroup and across models, with country, logging, effect on internet speed

and recommendations as significant (p-value < 0.01). Rating remains non significant for

both groups, as well as levels of country below 80.

When accounting for privacy literacy differences, the willingness to pay in terms of

logging and number of country differs. A VPN service that offers a greater amount of

countries or a greater degree of transparency (measured through logging), is valued more

by those with advanced privacy literacy than one who does not. This is expressed in

willingness to pay estimates of 4,19 (MNL) € for a VPN with servers in over 80 countries

for the Advanced Privacy Literacy subgroup versus 1,63 € (MNL) in the Basic Privacy

Literacy subgroup. The same happens for logging, with the Advanced Privacy Literacy

subgroup willing to pay 12 € (MNL) extra for a service that is audited, versus the Basic

Privacy Literacy subgroup which is willing to pay around 4,47 (MNL) € for the same

level.

It is possible, due to the small sample in the Advanced Privacy Literacy subgroup,

effects are overestimated. Nevertheless, these differences indicate a degree of difference in

preferences between both groups concerning these attributes.

This falls in hand with the qualitative research conducted, where experts brought up

and gave greater importance to matters such as logging and location of servers. Since it

seems, from this analysis, participants with a higher degree of privacy literacy are more

likely to value independent audit opinions that ensure VPN firms are compliant with

their privacy policies, we can estimate transparency, while relevant for all participants, is

especially favored by those with a higher degree of privacy literacy.

Regarding number of countries with servers, it is also likely experts understand better

the benefits and implications of a greater degree of countries with servers in the expected

usefulness of a VPN service.

Based on these two differences in valuation of both logging and number of countries

with servers, and seeming indifference in the rest of the attributes I can:

Partially reject Hypothesis 8: Level of privacy literacy does not have an impact on

the preferences for a VPN service.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

6.1. Concluding remarks

I propose to contribute to an ever-expanding literature, in the realm of privacy economics

in the form of a discrete choice experiment. Despite the multitude of discrete choice

experiments conducted by past research, little attention has been given to the willingness

to pay for privacy-enhancing tools, and in particular to how that willingness to pay could

differ among individuals with a greater level of knowledge and awareness of online privacy

risks. Another factor that often goes amiss in the literature is a proper discussion of

attributes and levels, with frequent studies not spending enough effort and time on this

crucial step for correct model specification. Additionally to the quantitative research,

this work proposes to contribute to the advancement of current qualitative methodologies

in discrete choice experiments by substantiating the design of the DCE with a series

of expert interviews, focus group with non-experts, and literature review to justify the

inclusion and exclusion of each attribute and level individually.

Experts’ interviews and the focus group with non experts were fundamental since

part of the research question was concerned with how different privacy literacy levels

could impact the valuation of attributes within a VPN service.

In this phase, I uncovered central differences among groups in how they perceived their

privacy online, as well as what could be done to mitigate online privacy risks. Expert’s

emphasis on the importance of logging, location and number of servers as well as factors

influencing a VPN services effect on reduction of internet speed were illuminating, and

allowed to discern probable key attributes in higher privacy literacy participants. In

the focus group, participants indicated the strength of personal recommendations, effect

on internet speed, user interface, offering of the VPN service as part of a Anti-virus or

internet browser. Price and price promotions were noted by both groups as significant,

and in particular participants in the focus group showed a very strong preference for free

alternatives.

I juxtaposed the relevant attributes identified in the qualitative research to a literature

review as well as an independent search of the top 20 VPN services by webpage visits, in

order to construct proposed attributes and levels.

This allowed me to design an online experiment, where twelve choice sets were pre-

sented to 84 participants, for a combined number of 2016 observations and 1008 choices.

Besides a demographic questionnaire, a privacy literacy questionnaire was included af-

ter the choices based on the dimensions identified by Trepte et al. (2015), which were
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used as basis to design questions for individuals to self-assess their online privacy literacy.

This self assessment was subsequently validated based on the score of a true and false

questionnaire, to categorize participants into either a basic or advanced privacy literacy

category.

With the use of a standard multinomial model as well as a mixed multinomial model,

using novel R packages developed by Helveston (2022) and Croissant (2020), I estimated

marginal utility estimates and corresponding willingness to pay for several attributes

within a VPN service in a Portuguese sample. Models were generated for the base sample,

and for the subgroups corresponding to the basic and advanced literacy categories, in order

to arrive at meaningful differences between both.

The models were then used to predict probabilities and outcomes, and the accuracy

of them was tested against real choices taken to compare success rates among different

models. Besides this, standard statistical information such as McFaddens pseudo-R2,

BIC and AIC were also used as a means to distinguish goodness-of-fit among the various

models.

Results across models were similar. Recommendation by friends and family is noted

as the attribute with the highest willingness to pay, subject however to a high standard

deviation. An unexpected finding concerns the difference between the high coefficient of

this attribute and the relatively low importance participants gave to the attribute, when

asked directly for the most valued attributes. This discrepancy did not happen for other

attributes, where for instances, rating was both unpopular as answer and insignificant as

a estimated willingness to pay coefficient.

The willingness to pay of logging and reduction of internet speed were also significant,

and behaved as expected. The attribute with the lowest willingness to pay estimates was

number of countries with servers, where participants seemingly only valuated VPNs with

over 80 countries. Differences between subgroups when taking into account different levels

of privacy literacy demonstrated for both models differences, both in logging and number

of countries with servers. There is a limitation in the accuracy of these sub models, since

they take into account smaller samples and as such coefficients and estimates could be

overvalued. This is particularly true for the advanced privacy literacy subgroup, where a

bigger sample could provide more accurate estimates.

6.2. Future Research

I identify a couple of important steps future research could take. The first is replaying

the experiment, conducting the attribute and level selection separately among different

populations, and expanding on interviewing a wider and more diverse population. Time

and budget constraints made this task difficult, and greater insight into how different

populations view rating, in particular the many forms it takes (customer reviews, VPN

services comparison websites, expert magazines, consumer defense magazines) could pro-

vide greater insight into how this attribute can or should be incorporated in future DCEs,
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taking it was non significant in all models and subgroups analyzed in the scope of this the-

sis. The effect of recommendations that was observed, where experiment results greatly

differed from the perceived effects participants gave to the attribute could also be ex-

panded on. Secondly, experiment design is a topic with extensive literature. I postulate

that more efficient designs could present more efficient ways of presenting choices to par-

ticipants, which would lead to the generation of more accurate results with the same

sample size. During the course of this DCE, participants were presented with two choice

sets with 2 dominant choices, where one alternative choice clearly dominated the other

in all levels and attributes. The reasoning was the design was conducted on the basis

of orthogonality, which despite being useful as a mathematical propriety, also acts as

a constraint. Generating efficient designs taking into account a no-dominant alternative

scenario is possible, however, besides such specification not being available in all programs

(including the one I used, JMP), doing so usually also requires a prior estimate of the

utility participants derive from one level over another. This means usually such designs

are estimated by running a pilot experiment in a percentage of the population (say 20 %),

then adjusted taking into account estimated coefficients, and deployed again to capture

the data that will be used for the model. Another part where this could be expanded

is in power analysis, which is achieved by running Monte-Carlo simulations on different

designs, and then comparing estimated efficiency of results as criteria to choose the most

efficient design. This was left out of the analysis, since it presents a computationally

intensive effort that could not be expended in the scope of this work.

Finally the ever evolving privacy landscape shows this topic is meant to stay at the

forefront of public opinion and discourse. As new tools are ushered in to often assuage fears

of data loss, privacy breaches and mass surveillance, individuals care about transparency

from all sides, not only from the firms that collect their data but also of those who prevent

it (e.g. VPN services). Future work should keep evaluating the decision-making behind

choosing these tools, and bring additional insight into the privacy debate.
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APPENDIX A

R Code

A.1. R Code - MNL

Below, we can see the relevant R code for the base multinomial logit models estimated:

1

2

3 #I h igh ly recommend the work by Yves Cro i s sant (2020) in terms o f

t h e o r e t i c a l b a s i s f o r the mlog i t package . This package i s a l s o one o f

the o ld e r

4 #R packages f o r e s t imat i on o f mult inomial models .

5 #Bes ides th i s , the work by John Helveston from Washinghton Un ive r s i ty i s

u s e f u l because o f the l o g i t r package , f o r Log i t Models w/ Pre f e r ence &

WTP Space U t i l i t y Parameter i za t ions as we l l as e s t imat i on o f MLN and

mixed MLN models .

6 #the mlog i t f un c t i on s works with data in wide/ long format , whi l e l o g i t r

only works with data in long . Conjo int ly export s by de f au l t

7 #the data to long format , so i t ’ s e a s i e r to work on the l o g i t r packages ,

but mlog i t a l s o works .

8 #on the other hand , mlog i t i s e a s i e r to p r i n t ( s t a r g a z e r package p r i n t s )

and has more support s i n c e i t i s o l d e r and more popular

9 #both models can be exported to code that can be d i r e c t l y put in LaTeX

10 #This R s c r i p t has j u s t the ba s i c MNL model , aka has no no−cho i c e

a l t e r n a t i v e s ,

11 #or mixed/ nested MNL models . See other R s c r i p t s I wrote f o r e s t imat ion o f

those .

12 #a l l models i n c lude a l s o p r ed i c t i on o f r e s u l t s and est imated p r o b a b i l i t i e s

13

14 # Index

15 # Part 1 . 1 : Est imation o f the base model u t i l i t i e s and WTP with DCE long

data − mlogit

16 # Part 1 . 2 : Est imation o f the base model u t i l i t i e s and WTP with ba s i c

l i t e r a c y data − mlogit

17 # Part 1 . 3 : Est imation o f the base model u t i l i t i e s and WTP with advanced

l i t e r a c y data − mlogit

18

19

20 # Part 2 . 1 : Est imation o f base MNL model with l o g i t r package and es t imat i on

in the p r e f e r en c e /WTP space − l o g i t r

21 # Part 2 . 2 : Est imation o f base MNL model with ba s i c l i t e r a c y data , l o g i t r

package and es t imat i on in the p r e f e r en c e /WTP space − l o g i t r
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22 # Part 2 . 3 : Est imation o f base MNL model with advanced l i t e r a c y data ,

l o g i t r package and es t imat ion in the p r e f e r en c e /WTP space − l o g i t r

23

24 #Each part should inc lude p r i n t i n g o f models − mlogit and l o g i t r

25

26 #t e s t s to t e s t assumptions o f models and compare models

27

28 #pred i c t i n g p r o b a b i l i t i e s with generated models − l o g i t r

29

30 # Star t

31

32

33 #Part 1 : Est imation o f the base model with DCE long data

34

35 #i n s t a l l r e l e van t packages mlog i t and l o g i t r ( f o r e s t imat i on s ) , s t a r g a z e r

and texreg ( f o r output in LaTeX o f t ab l e s )

36 #i n s t a l l . packages (” mlog i t ”)

37 #i n s t a l l . packages (” l o g i t r ”)

38 #i n s t a l l . packages (” texreg ”)

39 #i n s t a l l . packages (” s t a r g a z e r ”)

40

41

42 #load ing package mlog i t and l o g i t r

43 l i b r a r y ( ”mlog i t ” )

44 l i b r a r y ( ” l o g i t r ” )

45

46

47 #DCE sample data s e t −> l oad ing the data set , a l r eady in long format from

path s e t

48 dcedata long <− read . csv ( ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/ dcedata longmlog i t62 . csv ” )

49 attach ( dcedata long )

50

51 #top rows o f datase t

52 head ( dcedata long )

53

54 #run base model

55 mlogitdata <− mlogit . data ( dcedatalong , cho i c e = ” cho i c e ” , shape = ’ long ’ ,

56 a l t . var = ”mode” , chid . var = ” i nd i v i dua l ” ,

57 drop . index = FALSE)

58 mbl <− mlogit ( cho i c e ˜ p r i c e + recom + ra t i ng + speed + log + country | −1,

mlog i tdata )

59 summary(mbl )

60

61 #ca l c u l a t e WTP c o e f f i c i e n t s by computing marginal r a t e s o f s ub s t i t u t i o n

62 #Analys i s que s t i on s here : Are the c o e f f i c i e n t s s i g n i f i c a n t ? Are the s i gn s

the pred i c t ed ones ? Warning : t h i s i s not d i r e c t l y i n t e r p r e t a b l e
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63 #but i t ’ s p o s s i b l e to i n t e r p r e t in terms o f p o s i t i v e / negat ive marginal

u t i l i t y , and on which c o e f f i c i e n t s are h igher .

64 wtp mlog i t <− co e f (m) [−1] / co e f (m) [ 1 ]

65 wtp mlog i t

66

67

68 #Print the models

69

70 #we have i t ’ s easy to p r in t to LaTex us ing s ta rgaze r , f o r the mlog i t

package ( s i n c e s t a r ga z e r supports i t )

71 #but the l o g i t r package can ’ t be pr in ted with s ta rgaze r , ergo the data

needs to be f i l l e d manually which i s very time consuming , so I recommend

the package texreg

72 #i n t a l l . packages (” texreg ”)

73

74 #i n s t a l l . packages (” s t a r g a z e r ”)

75 l i b r a r y ( s t a r g a z e r )

76

77 #pr in t ba s i c MNL model with s ta rgaze r , a l l ows to export d i r e c t l y to laTeX

i f you remove ” text ”

78 s t a r g a z e r (mbl )

79

80 #pr i n t s the wtp , the data i s sent to a dataframe and i t ’ p r i n t s i t ( same

l o g i c to LaTex as above )

81 s t a r g a z e r (wtp mlog i t )

82

83 ##

84

85 #Part 1 . 2 : Est imation o f the base model u t i l i t i e s and WTP with ba s i c

l i t e r a c y data − mlogit

86

87

88 #DCE sample data s e t −> l oad ing the data subset , a l r eady in long format

from path s e t .

89

90 dcedata long b l <− read . csv ( ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/ dcedata longmlog i t62 . csv ” )

91

92 attach ( dcedata long b l )

93

94 #DCE sample data s e t − Basic L i t e racy subset

95 summary( dcedata long b l )

96

97

98 #putt ing the data in to mlog i t data format ( in t h i s case data i s in long

format )
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99 mlogitdata b l <− mlogit . data ( dcedatalong , cho i c e = ” cho i c e ” , shape = ” long ”

,

100 a l t . var = ”mode” , chid . var = ” i nd i v i dua l ” ,

101 drop . index = FALSE)

102

103 #Fi r s t n rows

104 head ( mlog i tdata b l )

105

106 #Estimation o f the model and summary

107 m bl <− mlogit ( cho i c e ˜ p r i c e + recom + ra t i ng + speed + log + country |
−1, mlog i tdata b l )

108 summary(m bl )

109

110 #Analys i s que s t i on s here : Are the c o e f f i c i e n t s s i g n i f i c a n t ? Are the s i gn s

the pred i c t ed ones ?

111 #Part 2 : Ca l cu l a t i on o f WTP of each a t t r i b u t e based on sample DCE long data

112 wtp mlog i t b l <− co e f (m bl ) [−1] / co e f (m bl ) [ 1 ]

113 wtp mlog i t b l

114

115 ##

116

117 #Part 1 . 3 : Est imation o f the base model u t i l i t i e s and WTP with advanced

l i t e r a c y data − mlogit

118

119 dcedata long a l <− read . csv ( ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/ dcedata long62 . csv ” )

120

121 attach ( dcedata long a l )

122

123 #DCE sample data s e t − Basic L i t e racy subset

124 summary( dcedata long a l )

125

126

127 #putt ing the data in to mlog i t data format ( in t h i s case data i s in long

format )

128 mlogitdata a l <− mlogit . data ( dcedata long al , cho i c e = ” cho i c e ” , shape = ”

long ” ,

129 a l t . var = ”mode” , chid . var = ” i nd i v i dua l ” ,

130 drop . index = FALSE)

131

132 #Fi r s t n rows

133 head ( mlog i tdata a l )

134

135 #Estimation o f the model and summary

136 mbl a l <− mlogit ( cho i c e ˜ p r i c e + recom + ra t i ng + speed + log + country |
−1, mlog i tdata a l )

137 summary(mbl a l )
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138

139 #Analys i s que s t i on s here : Are the c o e f f i c i e n t s s i g n i f i c a n t ? Are the s i gn s

the pred i c t ed ones ?

140

141

142 #Calcu l a t i on o f WTP of each a t t r i b u t e based on sample DCE long data

143 wtp mlog i t a l <− co e f (mbl a l ) [−1] / co e f (mbl a l ) [ 1 ]

144 wtp mlog i t

145

146

147 ##

148

149 # Part 2 . 1 : Est imation o f base MNL model with l o g i t r package and

es t imat i on in the p r e f e r en c e /WTP space − l o g i t r

150

151 #We can a l s o ( s ee work by Helveston ) d i r e c t l y model WTPs through the WTP

space . There are u s e f u l

152 #advantages to t h i s that shouldn ’ t be undermined , the most obvious one

being you can i n t e r p r e t t h i s model d i r e c t l y in the WTP space .

153 #bes i d e s th i s , i t g i v e s a h igher degree o f g r anua l i t y on va luab l e

a t t r i bu t e s , which i s r e a l l y u s e f u l

154

155 #Part 3 : Est imation o f base MNL model with l o g i t r package and es t imat i on in

the WTP space

156

157 #load l o g i t r i f not loaded a l ready

158 l i b r a r y ( l o g i t r )

159

160 # Estimate a p r e f e r en c e space model ( the data here needs to be in a long

format )

161

162 #load data in long format

163

164 dcedata long l r <− read . csv ( ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/ dcedata long 84 . csv ” )

165

166 attach ( dcedata long l r )

167

168 #top rows o f the data imported

169 head ( dcedata long l r )

170

171 #This i s go ing to do the model in the p r e f e r en c e space

172 mnl p r e f <− l o g i t r (

173 data = dcedata long l r ,

174 outcome = ” cho i c e ” ,

175 obsID = ”obsID” ,

176 pars = c ( ” p r i c e ” , ”recom” , ” r a t i ng ” , ” speed ” , ” l og ” , ” country ” )
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177 )

178

179 summary(mnl p r e f )

180

181 mnl pre f 3 <− wtp(mnl pre f , s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” )

182 mnl pre f 3

183

184 s t a r g a z e r (wtp pre f 2 )

185 s t a r g a z e r (wtp pre f 3 )

186

187 wtp pre f 2 <− co e f (mnl p r e f ) [−1] / co e f (mnl p r e f ) [ 1 ]

188 wtp pre f 2

189

190 wtpCompare (mnl pre f , mnl wtp , s ca l ePar = ’ p r i c e ’ )

191

192

193 t exreg (wtpCompare ( ) )

194

195 #fo r some reason , t h i s package doesn ’ t a l low to es t imate the WTP space

d i r e c t l y anymore − i t needs to be

196 #done i n d i r e c t l y . See below :

197

198 #est imate WTP from base MNL model

199 wtp mnl p r e f <− wtp(mnl pre f , s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” )

200

201 mnl wtp <− l o g i t r (

202 data = dcedata long l r ,

203 outcome = ” cho i c e ” ,

204 obsID = ”obsID” ,

205 pars = c ( ”recom” , ” r a t i ng ” , ” speed ” , ” l og ” , ” country ” ) ,

206 s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” ,

207 s t a r tVa l s = wtp mnl p r e f $Estimate

208 )

209

210 summary(mnl wtp )

211

212 #pred i c t i on o f accuracy

213

214 outcomes p r e f <− p r ed i c t (

215 mnl pre f ,

216 type = ”outcome” ,

217 returnData = TRUE

218 )

219

220 outcomes wtp <− p r ed i c t (

221 mnl wtp ,

222 type = ”outcome” ,
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223 returnData = TRUE

224 )

225

226 chosen p r e f <− subset ( outcomes pre f , cho i c e == 1)

227 chosen p r e f $ c o r r e c t <− chosen p r e f $ cho i c e == chosen p r e f $ pred i c t ed outcome

228 accuracy p r e f <− sum( chosen p r e f $ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen p r e f )

229 accuracy p r e f

230

231 chosen wtp <− subset ( outcomes wtp , cho i c e == 1)

232 chosen wtp$ c o r r e c t <− chosen wtp$ cho i c e == chosen wtp$ pred i c t ed outcome

233 accuracy wtp <− sum( chosen wtp$ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen wtp )

234 accuracy wtp

235

236 #pr in t i n g r e s u l t s o f models to LaTeX

237

238 t exreg (mnl p r e f )

239

240 ##

241

242 # Part 2 . 2 : Est imation o f base MNL model with l o g i t r package and

es t imat i on in the p r e f e r en c e /WTP space − l o g i t r

243

244 #Estimation o f base MNL model with l o g i t r package and es t imat i on in the WTP

space

245

246 #load l o g i t r i f not loaded a l ready

247 l i b r a r y ( l o g i t r )

248

249 # Estimate a p r e f e r en c e space model ( the data here needs to be in a long

format )

250

251 #load data in long format

252

253 dcedata long l r b l <− read . csv ( ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/ dcedata long 84 b l . csv ” )

254

255 attach ( dcedata long l r b l )

256

257 head ( dcedata long l r b l )

258

259 #This i s go ing to do the model in the p r e f e r en c e space , and subsequent ly

g ive the summary

260

261 mnl p r e f l r b l <− l o g i t r (

262 data = dcedata long l r b l ,

263 outcome = ” cho i c e ” ,

264 obsID = ”obsID” ,
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265 pars = c ( ” p r i c e ” , ”recom” , ” r a t i ng ” , ” speed ” , ” l og ” , ” country ” )

266 )

267 summary(mnl p r e f l r b l )

268

269 #fo r some reason , t h i s package doesn ’ t a l low to es t imate the WTP space

d i r e c t l y anymore − i t needs to be

270 #done i n d i r e c t l y . See below :

271

272 #est imate WTP from base MNL model

273 wtp mnl p r e f b l <− wtp(mnl p r e f l r b l , s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” )

274

275 #compute model in the WTP space

276 mnl wtp l r b l <− l o g i t r (

277 data = dcedata long l r b l ,

278 outcome = ” cho i c e ” ,

279 obsID = ”obsID” ,

280 pars = c ( ”recom” , ” r a t i ng ” , ” speed ” , ” l og ” , ” country ” ) ,

281 s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” ,

282 s t a r tVa l s = wtp mnl p r e f $Estimate

283 )

284 summary(mnl wtp l r b l )

285

286

287 #pred i c t i on o f accuracy and es t imat i on o f p r o b a b i l i t i e s

288

289 outcomes p r e f l r b l <− p r ed i c t (

290 mnl p r e f l r b l ,

291 type = ”outcome” ,

292 returnData = TRUE

293 )

294

295 outcomes wtp l r b l <− p r ed i c t (

296 mnl wtp l r b l ,

297 newdata = data ,

298 obsID = ”obsID” ,

299 c i = 0 .95

300 )

301

302 chosen p r e f l r b l <− subset ( outcomes p r e f l r b l , cho i c e == 1)

303 chosen p r e f l r b l $ c o r r e c t <− chosen p r e f l r b l $ cho i c e == chosen p r e f l r b l $
pred i c t ed outcome

304 accuracy p r e f l r b l <− sum( chosen p r e f l r b l $ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen p r e f l r b l

)

305 accuracy p r e f l r b l

306

307 chosen wtp l r b l <− subset ( outcomes wtp l r b l , cho i c e == 1)
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308 chosen wtp l r b l $ c o r r e c t <− chosen wtp l r b l $ cho i c e == chosen wtp l r b l $
pred i c t ed outcome

309 accuracy wtp l r b l <− sum( chosen wtp l r b l $ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen wtp l r b l )

310 accuracy wtp l r b l

311

312 ##

313

314 # Part 2 . 3 : Est imation o f base MNL model with advanced l i t e r a c y data ,

l o g i t r package and es t imat ion in the p r e f e r en c e /WTP space − l o g i t r

315

316 #Estimation o f base MNL model with l o g i t r package and es t imat i on in the WTP

space

317

318 #load l o g i t r i f not loaded a l ready

319 l i b r a r y ( l o g i t r )

320

321 # Estimate a p r e f e r en c e space model ( the data here needs to be in a long

format )

322

323 #load data in long format

324

325 dcedata long l r a l <− read . csv ( ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/ dcedata long 84 a l . csv ” )

326

327 attach ( dcedata long l r a l )

328

329 head ( dcedata long l r a l )

330

331 #you put here the a t t r i b u t e s − t h i s i s going to do the model in the

p r e f e r en c e space

332

333 mnl p r e f l r a l <− l o g i t r (

334 data = dcedata long l r a l ,

335 outcome = ” cho i c e ” ,

336 obsID = ”obsID” ,

337 pars = c ( ” p r i c e ” , ”recom” , ” r a t i ng ” , ” speed ” , ” l og ” , ” country ” )

338 )

339

340 summary(mnl p r e f l r a l )

341

342 #est imate WTP from base MNL model

343 wtp mnl p r e f l r a l <− wtp(mnl p r e f l r a l , s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” )

344

345 mnl wtp l r a l <− l o g i t r (

346 data = dcedata long l r a l ,

347 outcome = ” cho i c e ” ,

348 obsID = ”obsID” ,
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349 pars = c ( ”recom” , ” r a t i ng ” , ” speed ” , ” l og ” , ” country ” ) ,

350 s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” ,

351 s t a r tVa l s = wtp mnl p r e f $Estimate

352 )

353 summary(mnl wtp l r a l )

354

355 #pred i c t i on o f accuracy

356

357 outcomes p r e f l r a l <− p r ed i c t (

358 mnl p r e f l r a l ,

359 type = ”outcome” ,

360 returnData = TRUE

361 )

362

363 outcomes wtp l r a l <− p r ed i c t (

364 mnl wtp l r a l ,

365 type = ”outcome” ,

366 returnData = TRUE

367 )

368

369 chosen p r e f l r a l <− subset ( outcomes p r e f l r a l , cho i c e == 1)

370 chosen p r e f l r a l $ c o r r e c t <− chosen p r e f l r a l $ cho i c e == chosen p r e f l r a l $
pred i c t ed outcome

371 accuracy p r e f l r a l <− sum( chosen p r e f l r a l $ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen p r e f l r a l

)

372 accuracy p r e f l r a l

373

374 chosen wtp l r a l <− subset ( outcomes wtp l r a l , cho i c e == 1)

375 chosen wtp l r a l $ c o r r e c t <− chosen wtp l r a l $ cho i c e == chosen wtp l r a l $
pred i c t ed outcome

376 accuracy wtp l r a l <− sum( chosen wtp l r a l $ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen wtp l r a l )

377 accuracy wtp l r a l

378

379

380 ##

381

382 # Part 3 : Pr in t ing o f models − mlogit and l o g i t r

383

384 #texreg package , works with both − here i s a example , c a l c u l a t e output as

nece s sa ry f o r body o f work

385 l i b r a r y ( t exreg )

386

387 t exreg (mnl wtp , s t a r s = c ( 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 05 , 0 . 1 ) )

388

389 t exreg (

390 l i s t (

391 mnl wtp l r b l ,
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392 mnl wtp l r a l

393 ) ,

394 s t a r s = c ( 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 05 , 0 . 1 ) ,

395 custom . model . names = c ( ”Basic Privacy L i t e racy ” , ”Advanced Privacy

L i t e racy ” )

396 )

397 t exreg (model al , s t a r s = c ( 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 05 , 0 . 1 ) )

398 model b l <− wtp mnl p r e f b l

399 l i b r a r y ( t exreg )

400 Sys . se tenv ( ”R REMOTES NO ERRORS FROM WARNINGS” = ” true ” )

401 t exreg (mnl wtp )

402

403 #see r e l evance o f r e s u l t s and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n

404

405

406 #####

MNL Code R

A.2. R Code - MMNLM

1 #Running the mixed l o g i t model us ing l o g i t r

2

3

4 l i b r a r y ( ” l o g i t r ” )

5

6 dcemxl62 <− read . csv ( ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/ dcedata long 84 . csv ” )

7

8 attach ( dcemxl62 )

9

10 i n s t a l l . packages ( ” s t r i n g i ” )

11

12

13 remotes : : update packages ( )

14

15

16 head ( dcemxl62 )

17

18 s e t . seed (456)

19

20 mxl p r e f <− l o g i t r (

21 data = dcemxl62 ,

22 outcome = ’ cho i c e ’ ,

23 obsID = ’ obsID ’ ,

24 panelID = ’ id ’ ,

25 pars = c ( ’ p r i c e ’ , ’ recom ’ , ’ r a t i ng ’ , ’ speed ’ , ’ l og ’ , ’ country ’ ) ,
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26 randPars = c ( recom = ’n ’ , r a t i ng = ’n ’ , speed = ’n ’ , l og = ’n ’ , country =

’n ’ ) ,

27 numMultiStarts = 10 ,

28 numDraws = 200 ,

29 drawType = ’ sobo l ’ ,

30 )

31

32 summary(mxl p r e f )

33

34 wtp mxl p r e f <− wtp(mxl pre f , s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” )

35 wtp mxl p r e f

36

37

38 #est imat ing in WTP space

39

40 s e t . seed (6789)

41

42 mxl wtp <− l o g i t r (

43 data = dcemxl62 ,

44 outcome = ’ cho i c e ’ ,

45 obsID = ’ obsID ’ ,

46 panelID = ’ id ’ ,

47 pars = c ( ’ p r i c e ’ , ’ recom ’ , ’ r a t i ng ’ , ’ speed ’ , ’ l og ’ , ’ country ’ ) ,

48 randPars = c ( recom = ’n ’ , r a t i ng = ’n ’ , speed = ’n ’ , l og = ’n ’ , country =

’n ’ ) ,

49 numMultiStarts = 10 ,

50 drawType = ’ sobo l ’ ,

51 s t a r tVa l s = wtp mxl p r e f $Estimate ,

52 )

53

54 summary(mxl wtp )

55

56

57 #pred i c t i on o f p r o b a b i l i t i e s

58

59 probs mxl p r e f <− p r ed i c t (

60 mxl pre f , returnData = TRUE,

61 c i = 0 .95

62 )

63

64 probs mxl wtp <− p r ed i c t (

65 mxl pre f , returnData = TRUE,

66 c i = 0 .95

67 )

68

69

70
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71 head ( probs mxl p r e f )

72

73 wr i t e . csv ( probs mxl pre f , ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/probs mxnl p r e f c i . csv ” , row .

names = FALSE)

74

75

76 #pred i c t i on o f accuracy

77

78

79 #pred i c t i on o f accuracy

80

81 outcomes p r e f mxl <− p r ed i c t (

82 mxl pre f ,

83 type = ”outcome” ,

84 returnData = TRUE

85 )

86

87 outcomes wtp mxl <− p r ed i c t (

88 mxl wtp ,

89 type = ”outcome” ,

90 returnData = TRUE

91 )

92

93 chosen p r e f mxl <− subset ( outcomes p r e f mxl , cho i c e == 1)

94 chosen p r e f mxl$ c o r r e c t <− chosen p r e f mxl$ cho i c e == chosen p r e f mxl$
pred i c t ed outcome

95 accuracy p r e f mxl <− sum( chosen p r e f mxl$ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen p r e f mxl )

96 accuracy p r e f mxl

97

98 chosen wtp mxl <− subset ( outcomes wtp mxl , cho i c e == 1)

99 chosen wtp mxl$ c o r r e c t <− chosen wtp mxl$ cho i c e == chosen wtp mxl$ pred i c t ed
outcome

100 accuracy wtp mxl <− sum( chosen wtp mxl$ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen wtp mxl )

101 accuracy wtp mxl

102

103

104

105

106

107 #bas i c l i t e r a c y mixed l o g i t model

108 l i b r a r y ( l o g i t r )

109

110 dcemxl84 b l <− read . csv ( ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/ dcedata long 84 b l . csv ” )

111

112 attach ( dcemxl84 b l )
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113

114 head ( dcemxl84 b l )

115

116 s e t . seed (456)

117

118 mxl pre f84 b l <− l o g i t r (

119 data = dcemxl84 bl ,

120 outcome = ’ cho i c e ’ ,

121 obsID = ’ obsID ’ ,

122 panelID = ’ id ’ ,

123 pars = c ( ’ p r i c e ’ , ’ recom ’ , ’ r a t i ng ’ , ’ speed ’ , ’ l og ’ , ’ country ’ ) ,

124 randPars = c ( recom = ’n ’ , r a t i ng = ’n ’ , speed = ’n ’ , l og = ’n ’ , country =

’n ’ ) ,

125 numMultiStarts = 10 ,

126 drawType = ’ sobo l ’ ,

127 numDraws = 200

128 )

129

130 summary(mxl pre f84 b l )

131

132 wtp mxl pre f84 b l <− wtp(mxl pre f84 bl , s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” )

133 wtp mxl pre f84 b l

134

135

136 #est imat ing in WTP space

137

138 s e t . seed (6789)

139

140 mxl wtp84 b l <− l o g i t r (

141 data = dcemxl84 bl ,

142 outcome = ’ cho i c e ’ ,

143 obsID = ’ obsID ’ ,

144 panelID = ’ id ’ ,

145 pars = c ( ’ p r i c e ’ , ’ recom ’ , ’ r a t i ng ’ , ’ speed ’ , ’ l og ’ , ’ country ’ ) ,

146 randPars = c ( recom = ’n ’ , r a t i ng = ’n ’ , speed = ’n ’ , l og = ’n ’ , country =

’n ’ ) ,

147 numMultiStarts = 10 ,

148 drawType = ’ sobo l ’ ,

149 s t a r tVa l s = wtp mxl pre f84 b l $Estimate

150 )

151

152 summary(mxl wtp84 b l )

153

154 #accuracy o f model

155

156 outcomes p r e f mxl84 b l <− p r ed i c t (

157 mxl pre f84 bl ,
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158 type = ”outcome” ,

159 returnData = TRUE

160 )

161

162 outcomes wtp mxl84 b l <− p r ed i c t (

163 mxl wtp84 bl ,

164 type = ”outcome” ,

165 returnData = TRUE

166 )

167

168 chosen p r e f mxl84 b l <− subset ( outcomes p r e f mxl84 bl , cho i c e == 1)

169 chosen p r e f mxl84 b l $ c o r r e c t <− chosen p r e f mxl84 b l $ cho i c e == chosen p r e f

mxl84 b l $ pred i c t ed outcome

170 accuracy p r e f mxl84 b l <− sum( chosen p r e f mxl84 b l $ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen

p r e f mxl84 b l )

171 accuracy p r e f mxl84 b l

172

173 chosen wtp mxl84 b l <− subset ( outcomes wtp mxl84 bl , cho i c e == 1)

174 chosen wtp mxl84 b l $ c o r r e c t <− chosen wtp mxl84 b l $ cho i c e == chosen wtp

mxl84 b l $ pred i c t ed outcome

175 accuracy wtp mxl84 b l <− sum( chosen wtp mxl84 b l $ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen wtp

mxl84 b l )

176 accuracy wtp mxl84 b l

177

178

179

180

181 #advanced l i t e r a c y mixed mult inomial mode

182

183

184

185

186 dcemxl84 a l <− read . csv ( ”C: /Users /Eduardo Jard ine /Desktop/ L i f e /Thes i s

Documents/Programming and Model l ing /R/Data/ dcedata long 84 a l . csv ” )

187

188 attach ( dcemxl84 a l )

189

190 head ( dcemxl84 a l )

191

192 s e t . seed (456)

193

194 mxl pre f84 a l <− l o g i t r (

195 data = dcemxl84 al ,

196 outcome = ’ cho i c e ’ ,

197 obsID = ’ obsID ’ ,

198 panelID = ’ id ’ ,

199 pars = c ( ’ p r i c e ’ , ’ recom ’ , ’ r a t i ng ’ , ’ speed ’ , ’ l og ’ , ’ country ’ ) ,
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200 randPars = c ( recom = ’n ’ , r a t i ng = ’n ’ , speed = ’n ’ , l og = ’n ’ , country =

’n ’ ) ,

201 numMultiStarts = 10 ,

202 drawType = ’ sobo l ’ ,

203 numDraws = 200

204 )

205

206 summary(mxl pre f84 a l )

207

208 wtp mxl pre f84 a l <− wtp(mxl pre f84 al , s ca l ePar = ” p r i c e ” )

209 wtp mxl pre f84 a l

210

211

212 #est imat ing in WTP space

213

214 s e t . seed (6789)

215

216 mxl wtp84 a l <− l o g i t r (

217 data = dcemxl84 bl ,

218 outcome = ’ cho i c e ’ ,

219 obsID = ’ obsID ’ ,

220 panelID = ’ id ’ ,

221 pars = c ( ’ p r i c e ’ , ’ recom ’ , ’ r a t i ng ’ , ’ speed ’ , ’ l og ’ , ’ country ’ ) ,

222 randPars = c ( recom = ’n ’ , r a t i ng = ’n ’ , speed = ’n ’ , l og = ’n ’ , country =

’n ’ ) ,

223 numMultiStarts = 10 ,

224 drawType = ’ sobo l ’ ,

225 s t a r tVa l s = wtp mxl pre f84 a l $Estimate

226 )

227

228 summary(mxl wtp84 a l )

229

230

231 #accuracy o f model

232

233 outcomes p r e f mxl84 a l <− p r ed i c t (

234 mxl pre f84 al ,

235 type = ”outcome” ,

236 returnData = TRUE

237 )

238

239 outcomes wtp mxl84 a l <− p r ed i c t (

240 mxl wtp84 al ,

241 type = ”outcome” ,

242 returnData = TRUE

243 )

244
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245 chosen p r e f mxl84 a l <− subset ( outcomes p r e f mxl84 al , cho i c e == 1)

246 chosen p r e f mxl84 a l $ c o r r e c t <− chosen p r e f mxl84 a l $ cho i c e == chosen p r e f

mxl84 a l $ pred i c t ed outcome

247 accuracy p r e f mxl84 a l <− sum( chosen p r e f mxl84 a l $ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen

p r e f mxl84 a l )

248 accuracy p r e f mxl84 a l

249

250 chosen wtp mxl84 a l <− subset ( outcomes wtp mxl84 al , cho i c e == 1)

251 chosen wtp mxl84 a l $ c o r r e c t <− chosen wtp mxl84 a l $ cho i c e == chosen wtp

mxl84 a l $ pred i c t ed outcome

252 accuracy wtp mxl84 a l <− sum( chosen wtp mxl84 a l $ c o r r e c t ) / nrow ( chosen wtp

mxl84 a l )

253 accuracy wtp mxl84 a l

MMNLM R Code
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APPENDIX B

Characteristics of Sample Questionnaires

B.1. Demographic Characteristics

Table B.1. Valued Attributes

Question Nº Demographic Characteristic Number of participants % of total

Q1: Gender

Male 42 50%
Female 41 49%
Prefer not to answer 1 1%

Q2: Age

0-17 1 1%
18-24 33 39%
25-34 19 23%
35-44 8 10%
45-54 12 14%
55-64 7 8%
65-74 4 5%

Q3: Income

Until 500 € 22 26%
Between 500 € and 1000 € 10 12%
Between 1000 € and 1500 € 19 23%
Between 1500 € and 2000 € 11 13%
Over 2000 € 22 26%

Q4: Education

Primary education (PT = 4th grade) 0 0%
Middle school (PT = 9th grade) 1 1%
Secundary School (PT = 12th grade) 11 13%
Bachelors degree (PT = Licenciatura) 39 46%
Masters degree (PT = Mestrado) 21 25%
PhD degree (PT = Doutoramento) 12 14%
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B.2. Valued Attributes

Table B.2. Valued Attributes

Question Nº Choices Number of participants % of total

Q8

Very easy 7 8%
Easy 32 38%
Neither hard nor easy 33 39%
Hard 9 11%
Very hard 3 4%

Q9
Yes 54 64%
No 30 36%

Q10

Average Monthly Cost 44 33%
Recommendation 12 9%
Rating 11 8%
Effect on speed reduction 31 23%
Logging 25 19%
Number of countries with servers 11 8%

Q8: Difficulty of choices

Q9: In the previous choices, were all attributes taken into account

Q10: If no, which attributes did you value the most (by number of mentions)

B.3. Privacy Literacy Questions

How would you self-evaluate your knowledge regarding the following topics?

Categories of answers – (Extensive, Plenty, Some, Little, None)

(1) What data and internet traffic my internet service provider (e.g. NOS, Vodafone)

keeps of me (D1.1.)

(2) How my internet service provider treats my data and internet traffic (D1.1.)

(3) What data and internet traffic my internet service provider (e.g. NOS, Vodafone)

keeps of me (D1.1.)

(4) Tools and software to protect privacy online (e.g. TOR, VPN) (D2.1.)

(5) Infrastructure and functionality of the internet (e.g., HTML, IP addresses, Cloud

services) (D2.2.)

(6) Data protection legislation in Europe(D2.2.)

(7) The rights I have towards firms or institutions that treat my person data(D2.2.)

Have you ever taken any of these data protection and/or privacy strategies?

Categories of answers – (Always, Often, Sometimes, Rarely, Never)

(1) Opting for not divulging personal information when acquiring a service (D4)

(2) Use of private navigation in the internet browser (D4)

(3) Use of different passwords for different services (D4)

(4) Use of a VPN service (D4)
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(5) Use of the Onion internet browser (TOR) or Brave internet browser (D4)

Please answer with the option you consider the most adequate: Categories of

answers: (True, False, I don’t know)

(1) Individuals have the right of knowing what personal data firms keep of them (e.g.

Facebook) (D3) - True

(2) Individuals have the right of requesting a firm (e.g. Facebook) to delete their

personal data. (D3) - True

(3) Firms collect user data through several websites for creation of a profile (D1.2)

- True

(4) In the browsing history, dangerous websites are recorded differently, according to

the browser (D2.2.) - False

(5) It’s harder to track internet use if a person deletes their browser information (e.g.

cookies) (D4) - True

(6) The use of public WiFi’s instead of mobile data provides greater data protection

and privacy ((D42.2) - False

(7) The use of private browsing hides my online activity from my internet service

provider (D1 and D4) - False

(8) My internet service provider can block my access to certain websites (D41.1) -

False
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APPENDIX C

Additional Models

Below are models calculated, that while relevant for analysis, are not directly analyzed in

the body of text:

Table C.1. MNL - Preference estimates per subgroup of privacy literacy

BLMNL ALMNL

Estimate Std. Error Estimate Std. Error

price -0.27 0.03 *** -0.21 0.031 ***
recomyes 2.8 0.6 ** 2.27 0.61 ***
rating 4 to 5 0.01 0.2 -0.34 0.26
speedred mod to sev -0.74 0.24 * -0.89 0.33 **
speedred none to lig 0.63 0.21 * 0.59 0.29 *
logref 1.19 0.19 *** 1.38 0.23 ***
logref e audit 1.19 0.26 *** 2.55 0.38 ***
countryless50 -0.06 0.23 -0.21 0.32
countryplus80 0.43 0.17 *** 0.89 0.26 ***

Log Likelihood -270.8 -171.2
null.logLik -432.5 -266.2
AIC 559.5 360.3
BIC 599.5 395.9

R2̂ 0.37 0.36

Adj. R2̂ 0.35 0.32
nobs 624 384

***p ¡ 0.001; **p ¡ 0.01; *p ¡ 0.05
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Table C.2. MMNL - Preference estimates per subgroup of privacy literacy
BLMMNL ALMMNL

price −0.32∗∗∗ −0.26∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04)
recomyes 2.8 3.48

(1.76) (3.92)
rating4 a 5 −0.04 −0.38

(0.28) (0.35)
speedred mod to sev −0.76∗∗∗ −0.87

(0.27) (0.37)
speedred none to lig −0.67∗∗ 0.68

(0.26) (0.35)
logRef 1.49∗∗∗ 1.69

(0.26) (0.33)
logRef e audit 1.35∗∗∗ 3.16

(0.26) (0.63)
countryplus80 0.44∗ 0.91

(0.18) (0.27)
countryless50 −0.12 −0.37

(0.26) (0.36)
sd recomyes −0.16 −2.0

(13.3) (3.97)
sd rating4 to 5 1.19∗∗∗ −1.11

(0.38) (0.49)
sd speedred mod a sev −0.13 (0.01)

(0.41) (0.37)
sd speedred none to lig 0.08 0.10

(0.64) (0.46)
sd logRef 0.63∗∗∗ −0.63

(0.37) (0.45)
sd logRef e audit −1.08 1.68

(0.47) (0.74)
sd countryplus80 −0.04 0.014

(0.36) (0.31)
sd countryless50 −0.04 0.04

(0.44) (0.69)
Log Likelihood −266.73 −168.03
null.logLik −432.52 −266.17
AIC 567.47 −370.06
BIC 642.88 −437.22
R2 0.38 0.36
Adj. R2 0.34 0.30
nobs 624.00 −432.52
∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1
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APPENDIX D

DCE Prints

Below we can see the prints of the survey delivered to participants, in Portuguese.
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Figure D.1. Prints of Deployed DCE Experiment in Conjointly 93


